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1. Foreword

The Commission for Gender Equality (CGE) presents its report in respect of the Employment Equity hearings held

on 27th and 28th February 2013 in Bloemfontein, Free State. The Commission on Gender Equality Act gives the CGE

the power to monitor and evaluate the policies and practices of government, the private sector and other organizations

to ensure compliance with the promotion and protection of gender equality in South Africa.

It must be acknowledged that South Africa has made significant progress by promulgating pieces of legislation such

as the Employment Equity Act. The intention of the Act is to achieve equity in the workplace by inter alia promoting

equal opportunity and fair treatment in employment through the elimination of unfair discrimination and the

implementation of affirmative action measures. It is therefore the responsibility of the Commission to monitor

compliance with the Employment Equity Act. This objective was achieved by hosting hearings for public and private

entities to account in respect of gender transformation at senior and top management positions.

The purpose and rationale of conducting employment hearings was not to interrogate but to present the CGE with

an opportunity to understand the challenges facing government departments and private companies in terms of

implementing measures for the advancement of women, and gathering information on best practices and lessons

learned.

This report highlights the various achievements and challenges faced by government and the private sector in

implementing affirmative action measures to achieve gender transformation in the South African workplace. The

report will be tabled with Parliament or any other authority to lobby for strategic change to transform and advance for

change in attitudes and gender stereotypes thereby instilling respect for women’s rights as human rights.

It is hoped that this report will facilitate the necessary impetus for the South African employer to recognise that gender

transformation is inimical to the achievement of true equality of representation in the South African labour market.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge government departments and private entities for acceding to the

CGE’s request for information and further for their appearance at the hearings. I would also like to acknowledge the

endeavors of all contributors who assisted in the compilation of this report.

Mr. Mfanozelwe Shozi
Chairperson: Commission for Gender Equality
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2. Executive Summary

Agriculture, mining and industry form the majority of the Free State’s economic activity. Presently, gold mining is the

largest employer as the goldfields in the Free State are among the largest in South Africa. Tourism and technology-

related industries are currently emerging economic growth areas. Unlike other provinces, the Free State did not

reincorporate homelands into it after 1994. Of economically active population, 16.7% are unemployed men while

33,8% of economically active women were unemployed in 19951. In 2004, 48.3% of men and 51.7% of women were

unemployed2. While this is illustrative of a trend of growing joblessness as mines become less profitable, it is also

due to the redefinition of unemployment by Stats SA. It also appears that the labour market in the Free State is

tending towards labour gender equity now that mining and agriculture have been opened to women’s participation.

The Republic of South Africa (RSA) can demonstrate a strong political commitment to gender equality and

transformation in the workplace owing to a comprehensive legislative framework and appropriate policies. Yet the

evidence from hearings indicates that progress on gender equity has been slow. The reasons for the slow pace

were also evidenced such that clear measures can be recommended. Issues and findings emerging from the

hearings are captured in the following three sub-sections:

a) The framework for transformation in the workplace.

b) The findings.

c) The recommendations.

The framework for transforming the workplace

First, the RSA constitution clearly promotes equality in the workplace and from the early 1990s the republic has

worked at international levels to eliminate discrimination on the basis of race, gender, sex, sexual orientation, age,

and disability3. South Africa has also ratified many international agreements including:

• The International Labour Organisation (ILO) Convention No. 111, concerning equal remuneration for men and

women workers for work of equal value (ratified by South Africa in 2000).

• Article 2 of the above, which requires member states to promote and apply to all workers the principle of equal

remuneration to men and women for work of equal value, by means of national laws, recognised machinery for

wage determination, and collective agreements.

• ILO Convention No.100 (ratified by South Africa in 1997), which requires member states to pursue policies that

promote equal opportunity, treatment in employment and access to opportunities including vocational training

(with a view to eliminating discrimination in employment).

1 Statistics South Africa, (1995). Provincial Statistics
http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/Report-00-90-04/Report-00-90-041995.pdf accessed 17/3/2014.

2 Statistics South Africa, (2004). Vital Statistics http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/Report-00-91-04/Report-00-91-042004.pdf
accessed 17/3/2014.

3 Section 2(9)(3)
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Equality in the workplace is also embedded in RSA’s national legislative framework including the:

• Labour Relations Act of 1995.

• Basic Conditions of Employment Act of 1997.

• Employment Equity Act (EEA) of 1998.

• Skills Development Act of 1998.

• Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act (PEPUDA) of 2000.

• Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) Act of 2003.

Employers are bound by these Acts to equalise employment opportunities for women and those with disabilities and

to remove the barriers to their entry, advancement, development, remuneration and retention. They are also bound

by the same Acts to do this in ways that are evaluative and innovative: reviewing old policies and practices and

testing out new ones.

The EEA is the foundation for a range of policies, commissions and activities to achieve equitable representation in

the workplace because it:

• Promotes skills development for the disadvantaged.

• Establishes the Commission for Employment Equity (or CEE) to ensure employers promote equal opportunity and

eliminate discriminatory hiring practices.

• Makes employers responsible for training and developing women in the workplace.

• Removes obstacles to promoting women.

• Obliges employers to narrow wage gaps between employees of different sexes who perform similar work.

• Promotes flexible working hours; time off during pregnancy, and the improvement of maternity and childcare

facilities.

Beyond legislation, there are two important policy documents to help guide implementation: (a) the Affirmative Action

Policy of 1986; and (b) the White Paper on the Transformation of the Public Service. The first policy aims for equitable

participation in the economy by all population groups by requiring employers to develop and implement Affirmative

Action programmes and provide equal opportunities for women and people with disabilities. The second policy

requires that all levels of public administration develop policies and programmes to ensure that Affirmative Action

enters into management systems in ways that are accountable, monitored, coordinated and documented.
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3. The Employment Equity Hearings in Context

The CGE, as a Chapter 9 institution, has a Constitutional mandate to promote the protection, development, and
attainment of gender equality. This constitutional obligation mandates the CGE to monitor and hold any entity
within public as well as private spheres accountable to their Constitutional obligations. In this regard the CGE
has undertaken to monitor the impact of affirmative action on employment levels concerning historically
disadvantaged groups such as women and disabled people and, to some extent, designated racial categories.

In addition to the Bill of Rights in the Constitution, which seeks to promote equity across all levels of society,
South Africa is also signatory to numerous international conventions such as the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the SADC Declaration on Women, the African Union
Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa and International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions. These
initiatives demonstrate a commitment by the government to respond to a reality of gender inequality in society
at large and to address socially constructed gender disparities in the workplace through the creation and support
of national gender machinery4.

As part of the national gender machinery, the CGE is expected to fulfill its Constitutional of promoting gender
discourses to the centre of discussions on state action by conducting an evaluation of gender policies and
practices in the world of work and to act as an advisory body to government and all employers. These
responsibilities of the CGE are carried out without fear, favour or prejudice as promised in Section 181(2) of the
Constitution of South Africa but it has been observed that enforcing horizontal accountability from government
has remained a major obstacle to the work of gendered development even though the state, as a provider or
resources and arbiter of social relations, is a natural ally in advancing the plight of women.6

During the course of its investigation into the rate of transformation regarding the equitable representation of
women and disabled people the CGE took cognisance of various reports such as the Public Service
Commission Report on Gender Mainstreaming in the Public Service6, Business Surveys and the Commission
for Employment Equity Annual Reports. The Public Service Commission Gender Mainstreaming Report looked
at the number of women and disabled persons in the workplace, the conditions of their service and the efforts
employers undertake to support their career development with the end of doing away with unfair discrimination
and promoting equality of service conditions and representation. Historical errors of underreporting on equity
targets7 in Commission for Employment Equity (CEE) data notwithstanding, the CEE Report for the 2011/2
reporting period nationally found that women constituted 19.1% of top management posts while disabled people
constituted 1.9% of same level posts. At a racial breakdown, white people constituted 65.4% of top management
posts in the total labour force with Africans being 18.5%, Indians at 7.5%, Coloured persons 4.8% and foreign

4 Gouws, A. (2005). Assessing the National Gender Machinery in South Africa: Gains and Weaknesses. Gender Instruments in
Africa (ed) C. van der Westhuizen. IGD, Midrand.

5 Ibid
6 Public Service Commission Report on Gender Mainstreaming in the Public Service (2007)
http://www.psc.gov.za/documents/2007/gender_streaming/gender_mainstream.pdf accessed
29/03/2014.http://www.labour.gov.za/DOL/downloads/documents/annual-reports/employment-equity/2011-
2012/12th%20CEE%20Report.2012.pdf accessed 29/3/2014.

7 Bezuidenhout, A., Bischoff, C., Buhlungu, S., & Lewins, K., (2008). Tracking Progress on the Implementation and Impact of the
Employment Equity Act since its Inception p 25 http://www.labour.gov.za/DOL/downloads/documents/research-
documents/Employment%20Equity_DoL_Report%20SWOP%20Final%2031102008.pdf accessed 29/03/2014.
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nationals 3.9%. Whites and Indians appeared to be proportionately overrepresented with Africans and Coloured
persons not attaining full demographic proportionality.8 There is some contention over which standard of
workplace measurement should be used to determine representation. The two standards in use are the
Economically Active Population (EAP), the data of which is in common use, and straightforward demographic
representation. A demographic EAP is determined by comparing the proportion of economically active persons
in a designated racial or gender category to its representational ratio in a category of management or other area
of economic endeavor. A straightforward demographic representation examines the absolute number of people
in a racial or gender category in relation to their representation in a field of employment. The CGE has
apparently opted for the straightforward demographic model as the benchmark of representation as the
unemployment rate among women and black people is higher and must be compensated for by a broader
measure.

General figures obscure the relational dominance of black personnel in the civil service and the dominance of
white personnel in the private sector at the top levels of management. It may simply be that white people are
more likely to start high value generating businesses creating an impression of low equity goal attainment even
though a GEM survey in 2001 demonstrated that by sector, white people own less than 20% of all the registered
SMME businesses in most sectors than historically disadvantaged people with the exception of agriculture,
construction and financial services.9 Historical factors such as access to capital, accumulated asset bases and
personal attributes such as risk appetite and specialised education and experience would have to be factored
into the understanding of the demographic representations of economic actors. Nonetheless, on absolute
determinations of representation, straight demographic percentages form a simple and reliable representation
guide across the public and private sectors. The table provided below is an aggregation of both public and
private data for five provinces.

8 Department of Labour (2012) Commission for Employment Equity Report 2012.
http://www.labour.gov.za/DOL/downloads/documents/annual-reports/employment-equity/2011-
2012/12th%20CEE%20Report.2012.pdf accessed 29/03/2014

9 Berry, A., von Blottnitz, M., Cassim, R., Kesper, A., Rajaratnam, B. & van Seventer, D.,(2003). The Economics of SMMEs in
South Africa: Trade and Industrial Policy Strategies http://www.tips.org.za/files/506.pdf accessed 29/03/2014.

10 Department of Labour (2012) Commission for Employment Equity Report 2012.

Figure 1: Workforce Profile Percentage at the Top Management Level by Race, Gender and Province 10

Male Female

Province African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White Total*

Eastern Cape 18.6% 4.5% 2.9% 55.7% 1.2% 1.2% 0.5% 7.5% 96.4%

Free State 25.8% 4.8% 0% 45.4% 12.8% 0% 0% 11% 99.8%

Gauteng 12.5% 2.5% 2.5% 54.7% 5.4% 5.4% 1.6% 11% 94.8%

Mpumalanga 23.3% 1.4% 1.4% 54.5% 9.5% 0.4% 0% 7.8% 98.5%

Limpopo 31.6% 0.6% 0.6% 40.5% 17.1% 0% 0.6% 4.8% 99.1%

*The percentages do not amount to 100% as foreign nationals were omitted from the calculation.
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From the workforce percentages of top management by race, gender and province, Limpopo has attained the
greatest representation of African men and women. White males tend to be economically dominant at this level
in all provinces. Women are mostly underrepresented in all provinces and do not take a collective 50% of any
provincial top management labour force.

At senior levels of management in both the public and private sector, women have attained 28.2% of the posts,
a far better share than at the 19.1% of top level posts, but far below their economically active population
percentages. Disabled people comprise 1.2% of all senior managers, which is considerably below the 2%
mandated by the EEA.

This table represents combined private and public sector representation and does not capture the reality behind
economic sector representation either. However, as a rough guide it illustrates the race and gender
demographics of senior management. Limpopo has the highest representation of African males and females
and in Gauteng, the most populated and most entrepreneurial province, the lowest. As a minority group, Indians
were best represented in Gauteng, but Indian males participated in the Gauteng economy at more than double
the rate to that of females. The trend of men participating in the economy at double or higher rates than women
was visible across all provinces and was applicable to all races.

From the above data, it becomes apparent that women remain significantly under-represented in senior
management and leadership positions. It is simplistic to attempt a mono-causal explanation to this phenomenon
which has historical, economic, social, educational, psychological and behavioural elements to it. However,
one can simply infer that men dominate the public and private world of work. This is confirmed in the following
table which gives a public and private breakdown of women in the workforce at senior managerial levels by
province.

Figure 2: Workforce Profile of Senior Management by Race, Gender and Province11

Male Female

Province African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White Total*

Eastern Cape 20.9% 6.6% 2.1% 42.4% 12.6% 2% 0.8% 10.4% 97.7%

Free State 25.8% 2.6% 0.8% 42.3% 11.3% 0.7% 0.2% 14.9% 98.6%

Gauteng 13.9% 3.6% 6.8% 44.6% 7.5% 1.8% 2.9% 16% 97%

Mpumalanga 29.3% 1% 1.4% 44.1% 11.6% 0.4% 0.3% 11.2% 99.1%

Limpopo 47.5% 0.6% 1.8% 19.4% 22.3% 0.3% 0.4% 6.6% 98.9%

*The percentages do not amount to 100% as foreign nationals were omitted from the calculation.

11 Department of Labour (2012) Commission for Employment Equity Report 2012.
http://www.labour.gov.za/DOL/downloads/documents/annual-reports/employment-
equity/2011-2012/12th%20CEE%20Report.2012.pdf
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The above table demonstrates a provincial picture of women in senior management. In the private sector,
women comprise around 25% of total senior managers across provinces. In the public sector, the range
increases to 30% to 37% of the total in senior managerial posts. The other 63 to 70% are occupied by men.
The racial breakdown of the provincial statistics allow the following observations to be made: African women
have done very well in the public sector, attaining two thirds of all the senior management positions held by
women. White women have done comparatively well in senior management advancement in the private sector
claiming around 50% to 75% of all the senior managerial posts occupied by women. One must recall that
population groups are dispersed according to regional lines and that the provincial breakdown gives more detail
in the gendered distribution of management posts and overall relational progress women have made in claiming
economic space. If the goal is 50% of women in senior management, women in the Gauteng public sector are
the closest to attaining this goal than women in the private sector of Mpumalanga.

The BWASA 2010 Census on South African women in leadership provides gendered data on 315 JSE-listed
companies. According to this census,
• Women comprise only 4.5% of the CEOs and 19.3% of the executive managers;
• 73 companies listed on the JSE do not have a woman on their boards of directors;
• 16.6% of company directors are women and
• 6% of company chairs are women.

Another source of data, Census 2011 shows percentage decreases to: 15,8% women directors, 5.3% women
chairpersons, 4.4% women CEOs and women in senior management positions at 35%. This data confirms what
is apparent in the Department of Labour’s 2012 EE report, as demonstrated in the breakdown of the public
sector in figure 3. Black women dominate at all salary levels and comprise 56.3% of all government employees
while the number of women at executive management level has increased to 21.6%.

12 Department of Labour (2012) Commission for Employment Equity Report 2012.
http://www.labour.gov.za/DOL/downloads/documents/annual-reports/employment-equity/2011-
2012/12th%20CEE%20Report.2012.pdf accessed 29/3/2014.

Figure 3: Women in Senior Management Workforce Profile (Economically Active Population)12

Women in the Private Sector Women in the Private Sector

Province African Indian Coloured White Total African Indian Coloured White Total

Eastern Cape 5% 0.7% 2.3% 12.2% 22.2% 28.3% 0.6% 1.7% 4.6% 35.2%

Free State 3.2% 0.2% 0% 20.8% 24.2% 21.7% 0.4% 1.1% 7.1% 30.3%

Gauteng 4.3% 2.8% 1.6% 17.1% 25.8% 22.9% 3.0% 2.3% 9.5% 37.7%

Mpumalanga 6.8% 0.2% 0.4% 12.6% 20% 26.0% 0.6% 0.4% 3.6% 30.6%

Limpopo 8.9% 0.8% 0.5% 14% 24.2% 30.7% 0.2% 0.2% 2.2% 33.3%
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Conditions for disabled people at top and senior management fluctuate below the 2% target, as previously
mentioned. However, the general employment rate for disabled people fell from 1% to 0.5% in 2009. One infers
from this that an estimated 99% of disabled people can be regarded as excluded from employment on the
formal labour market . The employment of disabled people is a very high priority for the Department of Labour
and metrics have been included into equity targets to ensure that employers take steps to accommodate
disabled people in their recruitment and training activities.

The PSC’s 2006 report on gender mainstreaming in the public service provides a clear picture of progress
against targets set for the representation of females in senior management (levels 13 – 16). The target set for
2005 was to achieve 30% female representation in senior management. The report revealed that the public
sector had achieved the targets set, which at that stage showed that women held 31.2% of senior positions in
national government departments. The report noted however, that the majority of women were to be found at
lower levels of employment and as support staff, such as secretaries and administration clerks. In review of the
data on gender equality, it can be concluded that 12 years after the EEA was enacted, gender transformation
in the public and private sectors has yet to attain the set targets. The employment of disabled people has yet
to attain its recommended level as well. This whole process hinges on compliance with the law, whether or not
the law is feasible, practical and realistic given the resources, skills and experience needed to achieve a just
society in which opportunities are fairly and equally accessed. It is clear that transformation can only advance
if social attitudes, customs and mores are addressed. One of the tools at the government’s disposal is the law,
and it is in relation to law that numerical benchmarks can be assessed. For a more complete assessment, one
must examine how education has benefitted women and the disabled, how gender attitudes in society have
changed to accommodate the rise of women in the workplace and how opportunities have been taken
advantage of, despite women becoming generally more educated than men.

The CGE has found employment representation trends in its own exploration of these issues to have mirrored
the Commission for Employment Equity data and it is clear from the hearings that numerically based workplace
transformation is only one component of social change needed to create a just society in which women can
claim the same types of economic and social spaces as men. The focus of the CGE has been to ascertain
reasons behind the lower than expected levels of gender transformation at the top level of management. The
CGE found that the primary challenges facing gender transformation in the workplace were as follows:

(i) Low uptakes of EE policies as evidenced through low rates of policy review in the public sector resulting
from a poor understanding of the obligations imposed in terms of the Employment Equity Act number 55
of 1998 (EEA) exists in the workplace.

(ii) A generalised lack of commitment towards promoting gender equality in the workplace due to the perceived
massive additional injections of expertise, resources and planning required to bring about social gender
justice. Due to the social impediments around general education, additional resources must be expended
to compensate for poverty, education obstacles and historical disadvantage.

(iii) Accountability levels vary from sector to sector but in general, employers are not held accountable to the
government for non-compliance with their own employment equity targets. Furthermore, local government
is a major offender due to a dearth of resources, which are generally service delivery earmarked.
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(iv) Enforcement and compliance in terms of the EEA is weak for a range of reasons and adequate and quality
support on how to achieve compliance with EEA obligations is poor with a shortage of skills to promote the
desired levels of compliance.

(v) EE obligations are generally regarded as a low level human resources competency by many employers
and are not always included into the key performance areas of senior managers.

In terms of its findings the CGE is convinced that gender transformation requires a concerted effort on the part
of all stakeholders which includes employers, Parliament (Portfolio Committee on Labour), the workforce,
Department of Labour and the Commission for Employment Equity to collaborate in an attempt to empower and
build a strong nation characterised by an equitable as well as a representative and need responsive workplace.
Accordingly, the CGE trusts that its recommendations will not only assist towards promoting gender equality in
the workplace but will also help in addressing inequality, poverty and unemployment as envisaged in the
National Development Plan (NDP).

4. Introduction

Agriculture, mining and industry form the majority of the Free State’s economic activity. Presently, gold mining is the

largest employer as the goldfields in the Free State are among the largest in South Africa. Tourism and technology-

related industries are currently emerging economic growth areas. Unlike other provinces, the Free State did not

reincorporate homelands into it after 1994. Of economically active population, 16.7% are unemployed men while

33,8% of economically active women were unemployed in 199514. In 2004, 48.3% of men and 51.7% of women were

unemployed15. While this is illustrative of a trend of growing joblessness as mines become less profitable, it is also

due to the redefinition of unemployment by Stats SA. It also appears that the labour market in the Free State is

tending towards labour gender equity now that mining and agriculture have been opened to women’s participation.

The rationale behind conducting the hearings was not only to interrogate, but to present the CGE with an opportunity

to understand the challenges facing government departments and private companies in terms of implementing

measures for the advancement of women, and gathering information on best practices and lessons learned. These

should be understood in the context of various regional and international instruments South Africa has signed and

ratified that obligate it to promote and advance gender equality.

The South Africa Constitution explicitly outlaws discrimination while the International Labour Office’s Equality

Remuneration Convention No. 100 provides for equal pay for work of equal value. South Africa is obligated to

promote this principle and ensure that it is enjoyed and realised by all and therefore has enacted national legislation

for equal pay for equal work.

14 Statistics South Africa, (1995). Provincial Statistics http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/Report-00-90-04/Report-00-90-
041995.pdf accessed 17/3/2014.

15 Statistics South Africa, (2004). Vital Statistics http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/Report-00-91-04/Report-00-91-042004.pdf
accessed 17/3/2014.
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The Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111) 1997 provides for equality of access

to employment as well as for vocational training, skills and capacity building. South Africa is obliged to put policies

in place to attain this. These principles have been domesticated and a range of labour legislation has been enacted.

Affirmative Action is a measure and provision of the EEA. The objective of Affirmative Action is to achieve diverse,

equitable participation and to identify what measures are in place or need to be in place. In the context of gender

equality, Affirmative Action focuses on women’s and disabled women’s meaningful participation in structures of

employment.

The provisions of the EEA apply to all employers and the Commission intended to establish Affirmative Action

programmes and measures put in place by public and private sector entities to advance women and persons with

disabilities. Employers are obligated to investigate and audit policies and practices, thereby identifying barriers to

women occupying certain positions. Many organisations and departments have indicated that women don’t apply

for senior management positions; however, the onus is on these organisations and department to determine and

remove obstacles that may be preventing women from applying. The CGE is also interested in areas where there

have been, to some degree of innovation, such as flexible working hours for employees, maternity leave and benefits,

access to training and development, and efforts to actively address or narrow the wage gap.

As required in terms of section 19(1) of the EEA, a designated employer of the Department must collect information

and conduct an analysis of all relevant employment policies and practices to identify barriers to employment equity.

The scope of the questioning undertaken by the CGE is mainly limited to certain sections of the EEA unless additional

information was provided as part of the account made to the CGE.

CGE EC convened its series of public hearings with state and private sector entities, with a view to:

• Assess the impact of the Employment Equity Act on women in both the public and private sector, and address

institutional and systematic barriers to their economic progress.

• Hold public and private sector Directors accountable for non-compliance with the Act.

• Raise awareness on relevant international commitments and the importance of compliance.

• Assess what measures have been put in place in the work place to bring about transformation in terms of gender

and disability.

• Share experiences and identify challenges in the implementation of the Act.

• Strengthen the working relationship between constitutional bodies and civil society in raising awareness about

South Africa’s compliance with international instruments, and support and capacity interventions provided in this

regard.

The Commissioners welcomed all participants to the hearing and formally introduced the Commissioners, including

members of the CGE Legal Team to the audience. They emphasised that the Hearing process was interactive. The

Commissioners further explained the constitutional mandate of the CGE and its expanded powers and functions as

provided by its enabling legislation, Act 39 of 1996 and PEPUDA. Commissioner Hicks proceeded to explain the

state of employment equity in RSA and the rationale for CGE’s holding of Public Investigative Hearings on the subject

matter.
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The public and private sectors are performing very poorly with regard to transformation from gender and disability

perspectives, despite a comprehensive array of constitutional provisions and mechanisms, ratification of international

and regional treaties, and their domestication as national legislation. This is revealed in such documents as:

• The BWASA’s Business Women in Leadership Census 2010

• The Public Service Commission (PSC) findings of 2006

• The Labour Force Survey of 2010

• The EEC’s Annual Report of 2010

The CGE’s report of July 2010 to the South African Committee of the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms

of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) found that inequalities are still reflected in labour force data despite

significant labour legislation and other policies responding to historic race and gender inequalities. This is not

acceptable since such problems have a direct impact on tens of millions of South Africans: (a) South Africa has a

population of 50.59 million people, of which 52% are women ; and (b) a very high percentage of women undertake

low-skilled wage employment.

Against this backdrop, the CGE convened its series of public hearings with state and private sector entities in

order to:

• Assess the impact of the EEA on women in both the public and private sectors, and address institutional and

systematic barriers to their economic progress;

• Hold public and private sector directors accountable for non-compliance with the Act;

• Raise awareness of relevant international commitments and the importance of compliance;

• Assess what measures have been put in place in the workplace to bring about transformation in terms of gender

and disability;

• Share experiences and identify challenges faced by CEOs and Director-Generals in the implementation of the

Act; and

• Strengthen the working relationship between constitutional bodies and civil society in raising awareness about

South Africa’s compliance with international instruments, and about support and capacity interventions provided

in this regard.

5. The Process and Participants

The Hearings took place at the Ilanga Estate, Bloemfontein on the 27th and 28th of February 2013. The

Commissioners leading the Hearings were as follows:

Ms Ndileka Loyilane, Commissioner Eastern Cape

Dr Janine Hicks, Commissioner KwaZulu-Natal

Ms Lulama Nare, Commissioner Gauteng

Dr Wallace Amos Mgoqi, Commissioner Western and Northern Cape

Dr Nondumiso Maphazi, Commissioner Free State
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The Commissioners were supported by the CGE legal team comprising of the Acting Head of Department, Advocate

Kamraj Anirudhra - Western Cape, Ms Kerry Oosthuysen - Eastern Cape, Mrs Eunice Poto - Gauteng, Mr Masilo

Letsoalo - North West and Ms Patricia Ledwaba - Mpumalanga.

The Commissioners undertook to welcome all the participants to the hearing and formally introduced the

Commissioners, including members of the CGE Legal Team to the audience. The process was emphasised as an

interactive process that valued the structured input of the participating respondents and audiences. The process that

the commissioners followed was being described as being guided by constitutional and legislative frameworks and

the mandate of the Commission had experienced expanded powers and functions through the enabling legislation

of Act 39 of 1996 and PEPUDA. The process the Hearings would follow is thus illustrated:

The process commenced with calling six (6) public entities and one (1) private entity to account to the CGE for their

progress, if any, in terms of gender transformation in the workplace.

A sampled employer
would present as per

the questionnaire
(Accounting Officer
placed under oath)

CGE would then be
allowed to

interrogate the
presentation and

submission

Entity/Organisation
would be afforded

the opportunity to
respond

The selected entities are listed hereunder:

Eight (8) Public Institutions and/or Government Departments:

• Department of Education,

• Department of Human Settlements,

• Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs,

• Department of Public Works

• Airports Company of South Africa,

• Sedibeng Water,

• Free State Development Corporation

• Mangaung Metro Municipality
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One (1) Private Company:

• Bruniquel and Associates

The process commenced with certain entities being selected to be called to a public arena and in turn account to the

CGE on the progress, if any, with regard to issues of gender transformation within the employment sector. Both

public and private entities were required to respond in writing to a set of questions issued in advance of public hearing

events established by the CGE. On the day, presentations were made, documents submitted and questions posed

at the hearings during which additional information required was recorded. Certain entities: (a) neglected and/or

failed to provide written responses; and (b) some did not accept the invitation to appear before the CGE, which

obliged the CGE to draw upon its statutory powers to compel these parties to appear before it.

The written responses and presentations were based on a questionnaire for HoDs at government departments, and

company CEOs, which the entities were required to respond to in writing within a given time period. A copy of the

posed questions is attached hereto marked in Appendix 2. In summary, representatives of entities were required to

supply the following:

• A copy of their employment equity plan.

• Sex and disability disaggregated data of top management and senior management positions.

• Measures in place to promote gender transformation and increase women’s representation in senior and top

management.

• The person/s responsible for implementing and overseeing gender transformation

• Whether the implementation of gender transformation forms part of the performance review of senior

management.

• Resources allocated to support gender transformation.

• Mechanisms in place to track the movement of women and women with disabilities to senior and top management

positions.

• Whether recruitment policies specifically target women and women with disabilities

• Details of mentorship and capacity building programmes aimed at accelerating women and disabled people’s

progression.

• Facilities/policies in place to enable women to balance family responsibilities with work.

• Steps taken to initiate awareness on gender equality and discrimination in the workplace.

• Gender discrimination and sexual harassment policies. How effectively have these policies been utilised?

• Copies of employment policies, practices, and procedures and evidence that these have been audited.

• Successes and challenges with regards to gender transformation.

• Additional support required.
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6. Findings

6.1 PRESENTATION ONE: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

According to the presenter, the Deputy Director, the HoD or the Director could not be present. As a result he was

mandated to make the presentation on behalf of the DDG (the Acting HoD). The Commissioners took a dim view of

the lack of participation from top management from the Department of Education and committed themselves to write

letters to the Premier, MEC and HoD to express concern about the lack of respect for the Commission’s request for

an account of gender transformation in the province from the relevant department heads. The reason for this action

was that a Deputy Director does not sit in the executive committee meetings and therefore cannot take part in the

decision-making process of the department. The recommendations to be made by the CGE must first be tabled at

the executive committee meetings so that they can be regarded as an important issue that is facing the department.

The Deputy Director could continue to make the presentation.

In the Department of Education assessment, it became apparent that the equity compliance process was a last

minute effort. Of all 42 top management, 32 posts were occupied by males, 10 by females with no disabled people

being represented. No breakdowns of other posts were given. Structures promoting the monitoring and

implementation of gender equity was the directorate of human resource strategy and development, the equity

consultative forum and the senior management leadership committee. The full time appointment of the gender focal

point person was still to be made. The policies that had been submitted included the Recruitment and selection policy,

Disciplinary and grievance procedure, Code of Good Practice, Uniform and Protective Clothing, Training and

Development Policy, Employee Wellness Policy and the HIV/AIDS Policy. Much of the policy appeared to be culled

from other legislation. However, the succession, staff retention, retirement, sexual harassment, promotions and salary

and benefits policy were not submitted. A sexual harassment policy, flexitime and childcare facilities were not in place.

The equity policy appeared to have been a recent addition to the policy framework. In the hearings, it was

acknowledged that there is a need to review the policies guiding these processes. In order to promote women

candidates in the recruitment process, extra points are awarded to women and people with disabilities. It also became

apparent that political pressure to make appointments contributed to the non-attainment of targets. In addition, the

lack of flexitime or child care arrangements indicated the need to implement a policy that supported the participation

of women in the education department. The participation of disabled people is pursued through the associations of

disabled people but the attainment of disability targets has not yet been realized.
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SUBMISSIONSAND TESTIMONYACCORDING TO THE STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS: DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

1

2

Submissions:

• ʻCopy attachedʼ

Testimony:

• There is duty to promote
equality in the workplace and
an employment equity plan
demonstrates commitment to
promoting equal opportunities
in the workforce.

• A labour relations council
adopted and discussed this.

Submission (top management):

• 10 women and 42 men.

Testimony:

• No one with disability.
• 32 male, 10 female no

disability (total 42).
• Efforts are under way in the

department to improve gender
and disability representation
and it includes the top
management in this effort.

• The target is 50% female
representation at all levels.

• About 32,000 teachers and in
primary school, women are the
majority and so at certain levels
targets are being reached. The
majority of educators are
women; majority of principals
are women.

• The order to achieve this was
only sent out a week ago to try
to achieve some of these
targets.

• The process of gender
transformation appeared to
have just started.

• The sex and disability data
was not clearly broken
down in the submission and
what was provided varied
slightly from testimony.

• During question period the
commissioners repeatedly
requested disaggregated
data (the presenter did not
seem to understand the
request).

• The effort to achieve
employment equity seems
to have been started very
recently; even driven by the
need to present to the
commission.

• The commission gave 7
days to offer a clear and
appropriate response to this
question detailing the
numbers and gender
breakdown at all levels.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

3.

4.

Submission:

• The department has just
started a process of
implementing gender
transformation through
succession planning and
career pathing by identifying
the talent of women in the
lower ranks.

Testimony:

• A senior education specialist
does lectures and road shows
for management and promotes
implementation for HR policies
such as the recruitment and
selection of female officials.

• Human resources policies and
procedures are used during
short listing and extra points
are awarded to women and
people with disabilities.

• Women are advantaged in the
recruitment process.

• Much has been achieved at
school level.

• Disability is a big challenge as
this process is a little slow.

Submission:

• Directorate: Human Resource
Strategy and Development.

Testimony:

• Senior management leadership
committee.

• The measures appear to be
new—just getting into place.

• There is also an
Employment Equity
Consultative Forum and
minutes were submitted

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

5.

6.

Submission:

• ʻYesʼ

Testimony:

• The supervisor of General
Education in consultation with
the MEC and SMLC are
responsible for the
implementation of gender
transformation and are part of
performance reviews.

Submission:

• An official from the Directorate:
Human Resources Strategy
and Development at the level
of Senior Education Specialist
conducts road shows to
support gender transformation
through Diversity
Management.

Testimony:

• The EEC consultation forum
meets bi-monthly.

• Employment programmes are
operational and one particular
scheme involved bursaries to
study at the University of the
Free State.

• Women in leadership
programmes.

• Only a ʻyesʼ answer in the
submission. No reasons
provided.

• The submission materials
are very thin.

• No precision on this in
terms of budgetary
allocations or values.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

7.

8.

9.

Submission:

• ʻThe implementation of HR plan
and its discussion at the SMLC
level once per termʼ

Testimony:

• Analysis of workplace skills
plan takes place to identify
courses to empower women.

• There are no courses targeting
people with disabilities.

• Schools for the blind and the
deaf in the province attain
100% pass rates. These
learners may be traced.

Submission:

• Recruitment Policies target
women and people with
disability through the
implementation of HR
Administration Circular No 18
or 2012 and No 40 of 2012.

Testimony:

• Same as above.

Submission:

• Discussions relating to
attainment of EE Targets
especially for women and
people with disability occur in
the Employment and Equity
Consultative Forum Meetings
and Diversity Management
Road Shows

Testimony:

• Bursary Schemes.
• Course at Free State.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

What steps have you

taken to initiate awareness

on gender equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination and

sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

10.

11.

12.

Submission:

• None.

Testimony:

• There are no child care or
flexitime arrangements.

Submission:

• Directorate: Human Resource
Strategy and Development is
Conducting Workshops for all
Directorates and Districts on
Gender Equality and
discrimination in the workplace
through participation and
identification of women in the
Chief Directorate Meetings

Testimony:

• The Director of Human
Resources Strategy is busy
with workshops, the main
activity in diversity
management.

Submission:

• Not available.
Testimony:

• There are no such policies.
• A meeting has been being

called to address this.

No child care facilities or
flexi-time.

• No policy on gender
discrimination and sexual
harassment.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

13.

14.

Submissions:

• Recruitment and selection
policy submitted.

• Disciplinary and grievance
procedure.

• Code of Good Practice.
• Uniform and Protective

Clothing.
• Training and Development

Policy.
• Employee Wellness Policy.
• HIV/AIDS Policy.
• Succession Policy and Career

Pathing.
• Staff Retention Policy.
• Retirement Planning.
• Promotions and

Remuneration.
• Minutes from Employment

Forum at the institution.

Testimony

• An audit of all the above
policies is needed to assess
their relevance.

• The HIV/Aids policy from
national department is used.

Successes:

• Employment equity targets
are pursued.

• Establishment of Diversity
Management Sub-Directorate
dealing with gender
transformation.

• Full time gender
transformation person has
been appointed.

• Note: much policy
submitted is national.

• Few if any of these are
signed.

• ʻCut and pasteʼ approach
indicated.

• What may be indicated here
to the left are policies driven
by the need to submit to the
CGE.

• Testimony under oath
recognised the need to
ʻreviewʼ all of the
submissions

• The described ʻsuccessesʼ
are normal expectations
that lay the groundwork for
delivery.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

• Road Shows at Districts and
Directorates Discussing Gender
Transformation.

• Implementation of HR Planning
and Employment Equity Targets
and Reports.

• Implementation of Guidelines for
Recruitment and Selection for
Educators and Public Servants.

Challenges:

• Employment Equity Targets as per
the Employment Equity Plan are
not always achieved due to
requests for deviations when
vacant advertisement posts are
filled.

• Targets according to the
Employment Equity Act because
exceptions are made. Requests
for deviations from this are made
when vacant posts are filled.

• The onus of the Act rests with the
School Governing Bodies to make
the recommendations and they
might appoint white people in
vacant posts or males.

• When interviews are set up, a
black female is requested but
sometimes a white male is
appointed and it is difficult to
challenge this.

• There are also issues of ethnicity.
In many cases a Xhosa speaking
person might be recommended
for a post in a Tswana speaking
area.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

15.

• Big problem is the request for
deviations from targets (this
appeared to owe to political
pressure).

Submission

• Appointment of a full time
gender transformation official.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Employment Equity Plan; Signed
by HoD 06/02/2012.

Some guidelines for recruitment
and selection submitted, included
signed letter from Superintendent
General but not a signed
document; cut and paste -
Employment of Educators Act.

No policy evident; submitted was
Chapter H Grievance Procedure
as excerpt, not signed (cut and
paste); and Government Gazette
material (national).

Material cut and pasted from
national government gazette.

No submission.

Free State Employment Equity
Plan 2011-2015.

Not signed, circulated
documentation.

Excerpt from Employment of
Educators Act, Chapter H.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE

FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
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POLICY

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy/Career

Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Human Resource Development
Policy, 11 pages not signed.

Employee Health and Wellness
Programme Policy submitted.

National HIV/AIDS and TB
Management Policy submitted.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

Not clear.

Not signed.

Not approved, not signed,
some could be cut and paste
job from national.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Are statistics on employment equity targets

from primary school and upwards monitored

and kept in the office?

Is there an Employment Equity Forum, what

constitutes their training and what is the

numerical composition?

If personnel are harassed and there are

HIV/Aids issues in the workplace, how is this

handled? How many cases of sexual

harassment have been reported?

The DOE might be the biggest employer in

the province and so what has been done to

address gender equality and what is the

analysis?

Some of the policies were not signed. What

is the communications line?

What are the reporting lines in terms of

Employment Equity?

Aside from policy review, what steps are

been taken to address gender equity in the

workplace?

• This question did not meet with a
response and was later repeated (see Q9
below).

• There is a consultative forum that includes
unions and women with disability.
Appointment numbers at various levels
can be checked against targets of 2011-
2013. This was submitted.

• A sub-directorate in the Labour Relations
Directorate deals with issues of sexual
harassment.

• Reports must be submitted on the 8th to
the Labour Relations Council where they
monitor this.

• No response.

• No response.

• No response.

• No response.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

RESPONSES

CGE PANEL QUESTIONS/COMMENTSON PRESENTATION ONE: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

10:15 Questions start (note: not all questions met with a response and many questions were repeated to elicit an
appropriate response)
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The lack of detail in the presentation made it

difficult to assess performance against

constitutional and legal requirements. There

is a deficit at senior management level.

References to allocations of bursaries are

made no additional information on how

many received these and how many were

engaged in the programmes? The

establishment of a diversity management

team is counted a success but this is just a

routine matter. What have they done by way

of performance? The presenter was deemed

to be too low level to be able to address the

concerns of the commission.

How many levels do you have in your

department? How many are females and

how many are males from bottom to top.

This will tell us about transformation or no

transformation. What makes you conclude

that you cannot penetrate this?

Please provide the details of who is at what

level within 7 days.

Are you handling any cases on sexual

procedures? Can you take us through this?

On your employee wellness, can you take us

through these procedures?

Do you have sexual harassment cases and

how many?

• No response.

• This ʻ42ʼ in senior management is a
mixture of other levels. Maybe we
misinterpreted women at SMS level.

• 42 directors, Chief Directors, HoD, DDG.
• This was not included in this the figures

for all levels. This could have been
provided at specific salary levels but this
need was not indicated.

• We can provide this.

• Not done.

• Not done.

• Such cases may have happened but this
information is not known.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Please provide us with this data within

seven days on sexual harassment.

Can your EAP deal with sexual harassment

in its entirety? What is the overall

approach? This cannot just fall under EAP.

A total description on the approach on the

issue of sexual harassment was requested.

The department was not perceived to be

serious about addressing the issue of

gender equality. The presence of 10 women

at senior management of a total of 42 was

not plausible considering that the majority of

educators are women. Disability was

regarded to be an area of underperformance

as the education sector had sufficient skills

to obtain results in this area. The

Department of Education was deemed to be

behind.

The commission expressed the opinion that

there are many disabled people who can fill

these posts.

Are there gender and sexual harassment

policies? Is there a gender unit? You do not

have these? ‘No, and so it is all under the

labour sub-directorate. So what is the level

of this labour sub-directorate? Do they have

any power?

These are gaps being identified by the
Commissioner. What needs to be submitted
within 7 days? Our wellness policy? Our
sexual harassment policy?

With regard to recruitment and at the SMS
level and transformation was discussed in a
meeting with the DPSA. A list of people that
can be appointed was requested and the
Association of People with Disability was
challenged to send a list. The Employment
Equity Forum did this and determined that in
the next round of employment, copies of
advertisements would be sent to these
associations to make them aware of what
employment opportunities are available.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

How do you conceptualise the problem in

terms of disability?

Monitoring and evaluation of employment

equity is not in place. There is no tool and

no system. National policy is being used and

nothing is signed.

The first question in terms of Sec 27 of the

Employment Equity Act—do you have an

analysis and statement on remuneration and

benefits in terms of Section 59? Do you

supply such a statement in your EE reports

to the Department of Labour?

The question was not answered. Is a

statement reflecting income differentials

being submitted? These are statements

regarding what men receive and what

women receive and an explanation of the

differentials and how they are addressed. Is

this being done in the report to the

Department of Labour? This is an income

differential statement.

It was observed that unsigned

documentation was submitted.

Kindly send the Commission your Section

59 statement.

These reports are submitted to the
Department of Labour and it deals with these
issues.

This was answered but incompletely. It was
not clear what information was submitted to
the Department of Labour.

The unsatisfactory submissions were
acknowledged.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Can we have a summary and then get a

statement from the advocate? The

Commission did not receive the information

it requested. Little of the evidence was

presented providing substantiation for

policy implementation progress. The

statistics are flawed and the department is

male dominated, having little incentive to

address this. There are no details on sexual

harassment figures and processes despite a

request for this information. This

information is requested within seven days.

The commission also requests an

explanation of employment assistance,

strategies to address disability

representation and Gender Equality in the

workplace within 7 days.

The Commission claimed that the

presentation lacked substance and required

a second presentation by the HoD in

Johannesburg.

25.

26.

RESPONSES
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6.2 PRESENTATION BY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

Present at the Hearings was the Director for Human Resource Management Mr. July Malinga, on behalf of the
department. The HoD and the Chief Director of Corporate Services did not come and did not send a formal apology
letter. The Director was not formally authorised and delegated to be presenting evidence on behalf of the department.
The Commission then deliberated on the issue and reconvened to announce that the department would not be
allowed to present in the absence of the Director General or the Head of Department. The Commission took a decision
that the department would be subpoenaed to attend the secondary hearings at a location not in the Free State and
the department had to bear its own costs to appear before the Commission, failure of which there would be legal steps
taken against the department according to the Commission for Gender Equality Act.

The Commission also reiterated the fact that the hearings are part of the mandate to promote and protect gender
equality.

6.3 DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

Mr July Malinga, Director, Human Resources Management presented on the progress of Employment Equity in the
department. The Department of Economic, Tourism and Environmental Affairs failed to present adequately and were
accommodated at a second hearing. In terms of the second presentation, representation of women at top and senior
management was provided at grading levels. At level 16, there was one male and at level 15 50/50 representation
was achieved. At level 14, 33% or 1 of 3 was a woman. At level 13, 31% were women while at levels 9-12, 26% were
women. However, representation of disabled persons in top and senior management was at 0%. Currently, at senior
level, 36% of the posts were occupied by women. Interestingly, at levels 5-8 where skilled personnel operate, women
had attained 54% representation. The directorate of special programs was cited as the structure accountable for the
pursuance of gender representation. Gender transformation itself was not a separate concern but falls under special
programmes, therefore receiving no dedicated budgeting. Not all the required policies were submitted and those that
were submitted were described as out of date or unsigned. The sexual harassment policy was submitted in draft
form while the policies governing Recruitment and Selection, Disciplinary and Grievances, Good Practice, Training
and Development, Employee Wellness and Staff Retention were submitted in final format. It was noted that, alongside
the moratorium placed on new recruitments, the public service commission was slow in responding to demands to
recruit candidates to fill vacancies, which hampered the attainment of gender equity. Presently, internship programmes
were offered and females were targeted for training to get them up to middle management levels. In terms of
supporting women in the workplace, a childcare facility needs assessment was being conducted.
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

1.

2.

Submissions:

• “Copy of Employment Equity
Plan was attached” according
to questionnaire but this was
not located.

Testimony:

• Critical skills shortages make
it difficult to reach equity
targets.

Submission (top management):

• 13 males (77%)/6 females
(23%).

• The HoD is male (salary 16).
• One male/one female at

salary 15 = 50/50.
• Two males at salary level 14

and one female = 33%.

Testimony:

• Currently the department is
standing at 35.67% females
and 0.45% disability (day of
testimony).

• 1.58 (2% achievement)—the
department has struggled to
find people with appropriate
qualifications.

• 0 representation for people
with disabilities.

• This was not submitted in
clearly understandable
terms.

• Located were Code of
Conduct for Public Service,
Human Resource
Development Strategy
(signed); disciplinary code
from the public services
council, Departmental
Retention Strategy,
Directives on recruitment
and selection.

• Data was not offered in
clear terms of salary levels
and during question period
the commissioners
repeatedly requested this
(the presenter did not seem
to understand the request
clearly).

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS

SUBMISSIONS AND TESTIMONY ACCORDING TO STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS -
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

3.

4.

• While the department has
analysed its policies,
employment equity plan and
representation, the EEP was
not attached. It will be made
available.

• Testimony gave the
breakdown as above.

• Challenges in terms of
adhering to the directive and
meeting the time frames have
arisen.

• Delegations are reviewing
public service representation
and accounting officers are
looking at this.

Submission:

• Women and people with
disabilities are allocated
higher points during short
listing.

Testimony:

• Women are shortlisted if they
meet the minimum
requirements. The
department attempts to
promote them.

Submission:

• Ms K Ntsala.

Testimony:

• Special Programmes
Department reports to the
MEC on this.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

5.

6.

7.

8.

Submission:

• ʻNo – gender transformation
measures are not part of
performance agreements.

Testimony:

• This is not done.

Submission:

• A directorate with its budget
has been established for
special programmes.

Testimony:

• HR and a directorate of special
programmes with its own
budget deal with gender
transformation.

Submission:

• Employment equity targets are
monitored on a monthly basis.

Testimony:

• Reports on representation are
prepared and circulated to
SMS members so that they are
aware of this.

• Shortlisting processes are
done in relation to targets.

Submission:

• Yes—policy on our recruitment
and selection is attached.

Testimony:

• Yes—an approved policy
specifically allows for targeting

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

9.

10.

women through shortlisting
processes.

Submission:

• Part-time bursaries are
awarded for serving
employees to pursue
qualification in respect of our
identified scarce skillsʼ

• Training programmes are
implemented to develop skills
internally, amongst others,
capacitating employees from
designated groups.

Testimony:

• Bursaries have been allocated
to about 70 employees on an
annual basis. HR planning
identifies scarce skills and
then implements training
programmes.

• Six internal training
programmes have trained 100
in computers and others in
monitoring and evaluation.

• Even cleaners do
housekeeping.

• There is a work safety
programme.

Submission:

• No.

Testimony:

• Child care facilities are not
provided.

• This is a signed training and
development policy dated
from 2007.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

11.

12.

13.

• Flexi-time has been discussed
but work must be done as a
team. Flexi-time is a
challenge.

• People like to have flexi-time
as individuals but this impacts
negatively on the
departments.

Submission:

• The Special Programmes
Directorate is represented by
Senior Management Meetings
and holds awareness
campaigns.

Testimony:

• The special programmes form
part of senior management.

Submission:

• DPSA Policies are applied.

Testimony:

• There is a draft policy on
sexual harassment.

• Cases of sexual harassment
since 2006 have been noted.

• Labour Relations responds to
these complaints but no such
complaints have been
received.

Submission:

• Recruitment and Selection
Policy.

• Sexual harassment policy is
in draft form.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

14.

• Disciplinary and Grievance
Procedure.

• Code of Good Practice.
• Training and Development

Policy.
• Employee Wellness (Draft).
• Staff Retention (Approved).
Testimony

• ʻSee attachedʼ

Successes:

• Not addressed.

Challenges

• Addressing gender
transformation: posts are not
filled because of budget
constraints. Currently the
department is standing at
35.67% females and 0.45%
disability.

• The budget is not adequate
enough. An allocation of 10
million to fill posts includes
posts not filled from last year
and this is 7.3 million and 2.7
million remains, which may be
used for bursaries but this is
not a lot of money.

• There are 122 vacant posts
and not enough money to fill
them.

• A moratorium has prevented
the filling of posts.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

Submission

• ʻNoneʼ

Testimony:

• We do not need additional
support.

• The testimony that no
support was needed when
the evidence indicated
otherwise became a key
point for discussion below.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

In testimony: “Copy of
Employment Equity Plan was
attached” but this was not
located.

Yes. Signed in 2009; Also
Directives on Recruitment and
Selection.

Yes—signed and initialed.

Submission is Code of Conduct
for the Public Service.

No submission.

Yes (signed), Skills development.

Cannot be located in the
submission.

ʻDirectives on Recruitment and
Selectionʼ signed in 2009.

Dates to 2003.

Not signed, not dated.

Signed in 2007.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE

FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM
AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

PRESENTATION: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
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POLICY

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy/Career

Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Not certain.

No submission.

No submission.

Yes—located and signed in 2010.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

No submission.

“We have HR and a directorate of
special programmes with its own
budget to deal with gender
transformation”

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS BY CGE PANEL ON PRESENTATION BY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Who is the most senior person in the gender

unit and what gender policy is being

pursued?

Who is responsible for implementing and

why do they not report to senior

management? You say there is an allocated

budget and what per cent of the budget goes

to the gender process? In terms of

monitoring and tracking at senior

management level, what plans do you have

in place to achieve your targets?

There are seven funded vacancies that could

be filled with women at SMS level and assist

in solving Equity Representation issues. In

shortlisting processes, how are points

allocated? At what level is the person who

deals with gender transformation? Progress

measurement requires systems so what

steps are being taken to address issues of

gender equity? Is gender being taken

seriously, given the gender unit and the

sexual harassment policies? As gender

equality is a national priority, there is an

expectation that it is being dealt with and the

relevant assistance is being sought.

Please respond to the questionnaire and

look at question 3—what measures are put

in place to promote gender equality? There

needs to be more detail here.

• No response.

• No response.

• No response.

• On question 3 — female candidates are
shortlisted. Based on performance, if it is
equal, women or people of disability are
chosen.

1.

2.

3.

4.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The Commission requested a re-answering

of all the questions because it was not clear

if tracking or budgeting were occurring, if

any progress had been made in gender

transformation or if sexual harassment

policies were in place.

There appears to be many sub-departments

in this department. Under section 17 of the

Employment Equity Act there is a need to

create employment equity. Have

consultations been undertaken with labour

unions? Has is gender mainstreaming being

managed. What is the strategy? In terms of

Section 53, are contractors and suppliers

considering employment equity? What

barriers prevent the employment of women

and people with disabilities? What happens

in cases of sexual harassment?

• It was stated that the responsible official for
gender is the Director under Special
Programmes (level 13). While a budget was
present, the amount was not known and
would have to be reported on. While there is
a target of 155, all salary level targets have
been reached.

• No movement.
• Question 9—nature conservationists,

environmentalists and we need to retain
these as well as accountants and internal
auditors—we need to retain our seasoned
people.

• Question 11—Gender awareness campaign
last year and department members were
capacitated.

• Under Sec 17 of the EEA, the union is
consulted through the skills development
committee and a plan was submitted. The
unions were not represented on this
committee. The plan went for the approval of
HoD without complete consultation.

• Presently, there is no programme of gender
mainstreaming.

• Consultation would be required to determine
the degree of compliance with Section 53.

• Barriers to appointing women with
disabilities into senior posts are absent. The
concern is more with timeframes which have
not been met in the filling of posts.

• There were 90 vacant posts last year. Only
one post as DDG was filled. There are
problems with filling posts and this is really
where the challenge is in terms of adhering
to the EEA.

• In cases of victimisation, no cases have
been reported on sexual harassment or
victimisation.

5.

6.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Are you aware of the national policy

framework stipulation that GFP are taken up

at level 13 or above. The presentation does

not exhibit evidence of gender

transformation programming. The CGE

offered assistance to assist the department

understand the EEA and programmatic

gender interventions.

The system of allocating points at the short-

listing stage does not ensure that women or

people with disabilities are placed. In this

sense, Affirmative Action is not really taking

place. There is a legal obligation on the

department to develop skills. There is no

demographic information on the

composition of interns or programmatic

outputs. One post filled out of 90 vacancies

by the DDG and that was a man. There does

not appear to be a reform plan and

corrective measures are not being taken.

If there are no records of sexual harassment,

how can it be known that it is not

happening? A system needs to be in place

for people to feel confident enough to report

unethical things occurring in the

department.

• The policy stipulation of the GFPs senior
positioning at level 13 was understood by
some. The offer of assistance was
welcome, particularly if training could take
place.

• Interns were contract workers in 2010 and
they were absorbed into substantial posts
in 2012 and now 43 new interns are being
sought for the new financial year.

• On question 16, no assistance needed in
terms of expediting appointments. The
MEC has authority and there is doubt if
she will ask for help in filling posts. She
came in February last year and that is the
context. There is no resistance to
support, however.

• There are no reported cases from any of
the 677 employees. Non-reporting may be
occurring but in every quarter employees
are capacitated on policies and national
ones. People know how to report.
Irregularities can be reported without
going directly to the supervisor. There are
many mechanisms for reporting including
direct reporting to the HoD and the
Premier. Conversations on these issues
need to be had from time to time.

7.

8.

9.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The absence of a sexual harassment policy

contributes to workplace issues. There must

be a sexual harassment code and complete

clarity as to how harassment is handled. The

lack of sensitivity towards sexual

harassment issues creates insecurity in the

workplace. In this area, there is a lack of

compliance. Of the 89 vacancies remaining,

preference must be given to women. The

Commission’s questions are all based on

employment equity issues and not budget.

The department said it does not need

assistance with EE compliance but it

submits a WSP without the signatures of the

unions.

Where is the sexual harassment policy?

Vacant posts must be filled with women to

raise the 23% level.

• On WSP, labour was present but they
were not attending for equity issues. Two
separate issues were combined in this
meeting: WSP and sexual harassment.

• Sexual harassment policy is being
redrafted and will be resubmitted for
approval.

• These posts will be filled with women.

10.

11.

12.

RESPONSES
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6.4 DEPARTMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

Mr Mokoena was duly sworn in and questioned whether he was duly authorised and delegated to make a presentation
on behalf the department. Neither the Head of Department nor the Director General was present or had sent an
apology as to why they could not be present at the Hearings but the HoD was to appear had the dates not changed
from the initial dates set by the Commission. The Commission accepted the affirmation made by the Director and he
could proceed with his presentation. The Director offered the background of the department which was established
in 2009 and it was the Department of Housing before. The main reason for mixing issues and departments was a
lack of funds. Provision was made on the organisational structure for the human settlements as a special programmes
unit, but the focus has been on special projects. The HRM and Directorate were tasked to fill the void by performing
these internally focused responsibilities and they have one person who is multi-tasking. Filling of vacancies in the
special programmes unit was being prioritised for 2013. The department had a vision to achieve a gender balance
and had started programmes. They are busy changing mind-sets of the staff. For the HoD to succeed, it has become
the responsibility of all of us and we are trying to mainstream gender and believe that we will succeed in this way.
The HoD relied on 8 principle action plan for promoting women empowerment and gender equality within the public
service workplace. We embrace the spirit of the Employment Equity Act but do not have everything in place and we
have uncertainties and have not been doing so well but we are pursuing these matters. From 2009 to now, we had
three MECs in a row and this is part of the challenge.

The Department of Human Settlements is responsible for providing for the housing needs of citizens. In the
composition of top management, over 60% of directorships were held by women and 52% of SMS positions were filled
by women. Demographic representation by racial category was attained. There were no disabled people represented
in senior management but overall employment of disabled people met 2% of the national target. In the Chief
Directorate 50/50 representation was attained. In order to attain representation targets, the structures responsible for
monitoring include a Special Programmes Unit reporting to the head of department. Vacancies are as a result of
budget shortfalls and these have been taken up with the Public Service Commission (PSC).

The policies affecting gender transformation are largely submissions directly passed off from national policies as
provincial policies. Policy compliance was therefore problematic. The submitted policies included those for
Recruitment and Selection, Disciplinary and Grievance, Uniform and protective clothing, Training and development,
HIV-AIDS, Succession Policy and Career Pathing in a larger Staff retention policy, a draft Human Resource
Development Policy-for Free State Province. Not all these policies were approved or signed. Absent policies included
a retirement policy. A sexual harassment policy and a promotion and remuneration policy were in place. In the case
of vacancies, equity targets in the filling of open posts are monitored and reported to the HoD. However, one drawback
is that managerial performance contracts do not include gender as a performance output. No budgets for
transformation activities are allocated, which simply leaves monitoring posts as a dominant transformation
management activity. There are no policies for flexitime or child care and there is need for the appointment of the
gender focal point to monitor gender transformation.
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

1.

2.

Submissions:

• Equity Plan is in place and
signed 20/9/12.

• Equity within the department
is monitored.

• There are gender targets that
inform the filing of posts.

Testimony:

• A gender equity plan is in
place.

• There is an employment
equity plan with targets for
women and when vacant
posts are filled and the status
of each.

Submission (top management):

• No senior managers with
disability.

• Entire department is 87%
African; 3.3% coloured; 0.2%
Indian; 9.5% white.

• 2% of 66 are disabled
according to submission.

• In the Chief Directorate there
are 30 employees—6 white,
24 African, 0 Indian, 0
coloured; 15 male and 15
female.

• There is a programme of
action to achieve 50/50 by
2015.

Testimony:

• 19 filled SMS positions, 10 are
filled by women or 52%.

• Signed document located.
• Equity within the

department is monitored.
• Gender targets not that

clear in documentation.
• No minutes of EE forum

provided.

• Statistics are not so clearly
disaggregated.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS

SUBMISSIONS AND TESTIMONY ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS:
DEPT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

3.

• Levels were reviewed and the
representation varies by level.

• At director level, 7 positions
are occupied by women and 5
by male.

• 3 positions are vacant too and
women will fill these posts.

• No senior managers with
disabilities.

Submission:

• Enrolment of women in an
executive development
programme to achieve 50%
women in senior management
by 2015.

• There is training in gender
mainstreaming.

Testimony:

• There are bursaries allocated
and biased toward female
employees.

• There is a one year
programme to promote
transformation and increase
womenʼs representation in
senior management.

• Women are enrolled in the
EDP programme.

• Training in gender
mainstreaming is offered.

• Project Khaedu—this is one of
the projects that tries to
unlock the challenges in terms
of advancing women.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

4.

5.

Submission:

• There is no designated
official.

Testimony:

• No designated person is
responsible for overseeing
gender transformation in the
department.

Submission:

• No-SMS membersʼ
performance is reviewed
based on their signed
performance agreements and
gender transformation is not a
specific output of those
performance agreements.

• The Departmentʼs EE plan
makes provision for gender
targets, which informs the
filling of posts.

• The office of the PSC is also
provided with posts filled or
vacant.

• Gender transformation is
more than just representation
and should be properly
defined.

Testimony:

• The SMS memberʼs
performance is reviewed
based on their signed
performance agreements but
gender transformation is not a
specific output in terms of
these agreements.

• There is no one overseeing
gender transformation
indicating that little is being
done.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

6.

7.

• An action plan will be put in
place in 2013/2014 by
appointing people.

• People targeted for appointment
in 2013/2014.

Submission:

• The organisational structure of
the department makes provision
for a Special Programmes Unit
reporting directly to the head of
the department.

• The majority of the posts
described above are vacant due
to budget constraints.

• A copy of the approved structure
of the department also
indicating those posts filled and
or vacant, has been provided to
the office of the PSC.

Testimony:

• No formal programmes for
capacity building.

Submission:

• Employment equity targets,
which include targets for
women, are set and applied if
and when vacant posts are
filled, and the status of equity
within the department is
monitored and reported to the
HoD quarterly.

Testimony:

• Monitoring of employment
equity targets and the
employment equity plan.

• No resources actually
allocated; just monitoring of
posts.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

8.

9.

10.

Submission:

• No - however, the EE plan is
provided and will be
considered when new
appointments are made.

Testimony:

• Yes - these policies are in
place.

Submission:

• No.
• However, women have been

enrolled in the EDP
programme (executive
development programme and
Project Khaedu).

Testimony:

• There is no focal person to
oversee implementation.

• Awareness sessions planned
for 2013/2014.

Submission:

• No. Such accommodation
has been a major challenge.

Testimony:

• Not addressed in testimony.

• Policy might be in place but
there has been little or no
implementation.

• No child care facilities or
flexi-time.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination and

sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures and

the working environment

in order to identify

employment barriers

which adversely affect

11.

12.

13.

Submission:

• A number of senior managers
who include the senior
manager for HRM have been
trained on Gender
Mainstreaming by the
University of Pretoria—5 day
training through PALAMA.

Testimony:

• None.

Submission:

• There is a sexual harassment
policy but no gender
discrimination policy due to
capacity constraints.

Testimony:

• Yes—there is a sexual
harassment policy but no
gender discrimination policy.
People will be appointed to
address this.

Submission (much but not all

of it is national):

• Recruitment and Selection
policy was attached.

• Disciplinary and Grievance
Procedure was attached.

• Uniform and protective
clothing was attached.

• Training and development
policy attached.

• HIV-AIDS policy attached.
• Succession Policy and Career

• The submissions must be
reviewed by the CGE legal
team as many submissions
are actually national; not all
are signed; and not all are
as appropriate as
suggested in either
submission or testimony
(although testimony was a
more accurate reflection).

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

people from designated

groups. Kindly provide

these policies (see next

table)

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

14.

Pathing is included within the
staff retention policy and
PDMS.

• Staff retention policy attached.
• HIV-Aids and TB

Management—not signed and
for the entire public service.

• Draft Human Resource
Development Policy - for Free
State Province; not approved
or signed.

Testimony

Policies cited as available in the
department:

• Health and wellness and
safety policies.

• HIV-Aids policies.
• Succession policy.
• Staff retention policy and

career progression in place.
• No retirement policy in place.
• There is a sexual harassment

policy.
• Promotion and remuneration

is in place in terms of the
Code of Remuneration.

Successes:

• Appointment of designated
official as prescribed in the
frameworks as well as
legislation.

• A clear directive and
communication of where the
programme dealing with
gender and disability should
be placed.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

• Allocation of adequate
resources both human and
financial.

Testimony on challenges

• A focus on the internal
environment and special
projects impacts on service
delivery to the community.

• Lack of appreciation that this
matter is also strategic in
nature and has to be crafted
into policy documents.

• Linkages with organisations
for people with disabilities
need to be established to
assist the department in
recruiting skilled and qualified
persons. People will be
approached and partnered on
this.

• There have been three MECs
in a row since 2009 and this
caused a certain amount of
instability. The relevant people
have not always been in place
but money has been set
aside.

Submission

• Appointment of designated
officials as prescribed by the
frameworks as well as the
legislation.

• A clear directive and
communication of where the
programme dealing with
gender and disability should
be placed.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

• Allocation of adequate
resources both financial and
human.

• Linkages with organisations
for people with disabilities
need to be established to
assist the department in
recruiting skilled and qualified
persons. People will be
approached and partnered on
this.

Testimony:

• Not addressed in testimony
but in the submission.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

PRESENTATION THREE: DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Yes - signed and dated 20
September 2012, signed by Chief
Director of Corporate Services.

None identified.

Grievance Rules for the Public
Service; no signature; no date; Also
Employment Relations Circular 01 of
2011 provided which contains
Grievance Forms; Resolution 14 of
2002 (cut and paste).

See employment relations circular
of 22 February 2011.

Not identified.

A human resource development
policy provided; not signed, no
date.

Wellness Management Policy; not
signed; this is a PSCBC
Resolution; Health and Productivity
Management Policy for the Public
Service also submitted (national).

Provided was a public service
document—HIV/AIDS and TB
Management Policy for the Public
Service; not signed, could be
national.

Says Annexure A.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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POLICY

Succession Policy/Career

Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Part time Bursary Policy
submitted, signed and dated, 27
May 2011.

Not identified.

Not identified.

Approved; A signed policy dated
18 June 2012.

Not identified in submission.

Not identified in submission.

Not identified in submission.

No designated person is
responsible for overseeing
gender transformation in the
department—see testimony.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Why is the department not providing

sufficient details on its targets and

activities? These provide evidence against

which progress can be measured.

How long are you in this position and is

employment equity included in your

performance agreement?

What supporting assistance is needed?

There is a lack of evidence here to

adequately respond. What plans that forward

the attainment of EE objectives are being

submitted to the Department of Labour? The

submission says no assistance is required

but there is no sufficient evidence to

substantiate this.

There needs to be a strong policy on sexual

harassment to enable other aspects of

policy and to ensure that women in the

workplace are part of this. How have you

handled sexual harassment?

The report demonstrates a willingness to

attend to gender equality but what about

disability? Is there a structured programme

to address disability?

• It was agreed that details were lacking. The
equity plan informed much of the thinking
and led to the identification of gaps that
made their way into the presentation. If 10
out of 19 top posts are gendered, the
intention is there and information is not
being deliberately withheld.

• I have been in this position since 2005.
• It was in same department by a different

name then.
• In December we got a new chief director in

human settlements—the performance
agreement is not even signed and these are
the types of matters we have to clarify to
move forward.

• The current political leader is an activist on
womenʼs issues and is trying to address the
evidentiary gaps.

• There has been one sexual harassment
case some years ago but it was withdrawn
and the case was closed. There is an on-
going dialogue on this but no current matter.
There is an infrastructure to address this if it
comes up.

• There is not much progress on matters of
disability.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

RESPONSES

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS BY CGE PANEL ON PRESENTATION BY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Skills need to be built in this department to

enhance the training programme and raise

awareness on the gender mainstreaming

What is being done to bring women into the

engineering field?

Section 15 of the Employment Equity Act

looks at unfair discrimination by means of

researching the barriers to employing black

women and people with disabilities. Please

tell us what you are doing to make

necessary accommodation for black women

and people with disabilities.

How is housing delivery and gender

mainstreaming merged?

Section 53 of the Act states very clearly that

you must implement equity inside of your

department and ensure that you are

complying with employment equity issues.

Supplies and services supplied by suppliers

are also important. Your contracts or the

people you do business with, do they

comply? How do you determine that they

comply?

On Housing Assistance and Gender, the

department has 15.4% in terms of gender in

housing. Please respond to this earlier

question.

• There is no GFP (gender focal person) to
coordinate these issues.

• On 15.1 affirmative action measures, all
employment conditions are without barriers.
The workplace does not always
accommodate disabled people due to a lack
of assistive devices. The department is not
adequately prepared to manage
discrimination. CGE hearing processes
assist to address this.

• No response.

• Externally, the scope of work needs to be
expanded so suppliers are compliant with
equity issues. Internally, employee health
and wellness policies address specific
issues relating to conditions of employment.

• The absence of a coherent system of equity
management indicates that the internal and
external management of equity is deficient
and requires remedy.

• The offices the departmental HoDs and
MECs are on the 7th floor. Lower levels are
occupied by people with disabilities an
ablution block caters specifically to people
with disabilities.

• The new MEC will establish women
contractors who understand these kinds of
issues. This method is already helping to
rectify some of the problems we have faced.

• Outside the municipality, we are building in
specification to comply.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The Employment Equity Act represents the

furtherance of democracy. What does the

Section 19 analysis reveal with regards to

barriers to employment equity and gender

transformation within the department?

The Section 19 analysis was requested

again.

The department was identified as a

candidate for EEA cultivation and a

reassessment in 6 months was set.

• This department was established in 2009
and is very young.

• All sorts of structures can be established but
when all the managers do not have the
same mental model required for
transformation, it is hard to get anywhere.
More knowledge and awareness are
required because there is no singular vision.
Top management must develop a core
vision around what transformation entails. It
should be a standing matter on the agenda
and this might help the vision.

• In any institution, there are always two
groups—an ostrich camp that has been
around for some time and they think we
need no change and then this butterfly camp
comes in.

11.

12.

13.

RESPONSES
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7. Conclusion

After the presentations had concluded, the commissioners summarized the proceedings of the day. The first point
what that the Free State respondents had not been successful in addressing gender equity. The Commissioners also
expressed the willingness to increase the number of respondents in order to achieve a wider representation of interest
and actors in the Free State. On another level, the Office of Premier was seen as a key stakeholder in pursuing
compliance within the government sector. A number of departments had not complied with invitations, leading the
Commission to conclude that a process of issuing subpoenas would be the only way to ensure that the Department
of Education and the Department of Public Works would appear before the Commission with relevant consideration
for a constitutionally mandated and legally binding process designed to redefine national gender-relations.
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DAY TWO: THURSDAY 28 FEBRUARY 2013

COMMISSION FOR GENDER EQUALITY

FREE STATE EMPLOYMENT EQUITY HEARINGS ON
GENDER TRANSFORMATION IN THE WORKPLACE

VENUE: ILANGA ESTATE, BLOEMFONTEIN

8. Introduction

Concerns remaining from the previous day were stated as the lack of compliance and respect for the Commission
for Gender Equalities legal powers. Many of the Most of the institutions did not act on the order in the manner
expected. Many government departments did not attend or withdrew without prior warning or on short notice. The
department of Public Works was issued with a subpoena. The Department of Human Settlements provided the only
group that met our expectations owing to problems with the delegations sent. Public comments remarked that the
issues of disability, sexual harassment, gender barriers, low levels of policy adaptation, internal gender mechanisms
and supply chain service providersʼ gender credentials were raised. People are defensive and the culture of
accountability is not there. One of the Commissionsʼ great challenges is to ensure that government institutions are
accountable, which has been a noted problem in the attendance of relevant high-ranking personnel.

8.1 MANGAUNG MUNICIPALITY

On 18 May 2011, the Mangaung Municipality was established. Immediately after, the municipality underwent a
restructuring with a new City Manager and new management team (started in November 2011). A macro-structure
for the city first had to be created and this was a priority. A council meeting at 2pm today when the last of the executive
directors is appointed concludes the micro-structure and the lower level positions and are now placing employees.
The employees of the former municipality were disbanded and reabsorbed into the new municipal structure and this
involved discussions with the labour movement. By end November, all critical vacant positions should be filled.
Black people comprise 88.4% of the municipality. Females were 29% of the workforce in 2011 and males 71%.
People with disabilities comprised 0.39% of workforce.
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Mangaung Metro Municipality was still waiting for their equity policy to be approved by a labour committee. In top
management, it was claimed that women comprised 18.7% with a female municipal manager. Women comprised 28%
of all senior managers and it was determined that women comprised 31% of all staff. The Executive Director of
Corporate services is responsible for the implementation of Equity. In future, an Employment Equity Officer will be
part of the recruitment process. The EE policy was submitted in draft form. The disciplinary and grievance procedure
was signed and dated 2010, having being derived from the Local Government Bargaining Council and the recruitment
and selection policy was also submitted. Policies were submitted, but were unsigned, included employee wellness,
HIV and AIDS, succession and career planning, staff retention and promotions. A gender focal person is not appointed
in the municipality as the equity process is driven by the Corporate Services director. The remainder of the policies
was not in the documentation submitted. The absence of a clear policy framework hinders the implementation of
transformative policies. Presently, there is no specific mentorship programme in place at the municipality and training
is generic, lacking a focus to target women. In the summations, the commissioners recognized the non-compliance
of Mangaung Metropolitan Municipality and attributed it to the absence of political will and the lack of knowledge and
understanding of the Employment Equity Act. The municipality was given six months to address its compliance issues.

SUBMISSIONS AND TESTIMONY ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS:
MANGAUNG MUNCIPALITY

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

1.

2.

Submissions:

• Yes, submitted but appears to
be a draft.

Testimony:

• This policy is awaiting approval
by the local labour forum.

Submission (top management):

• No data was the answer to the
question set for submission but
in the submissions there is
some disaggregated data (as
below).

• In 2011 there were 23 women
in top management level
(18.7%) and 100 males (total
123).

• There does not appear to
be such a signed plan.

• Plan and data indicate a
situation in which women
and people with disabilities
are very poorly represented.

• Very poor representation of
women and people with
disabilities in the
municipality in 2011 period.

• Women are
underrepresented at all
levels—management,
professional, craft, and
other occupations.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

3.

• In 2011, people with disabilities
– 0.

Testimony:

• As far as females in the
municipality, we have 1,224
(31%) and 2,676 males (69%).

• Of women, 26.31% are African
and 31% are white.

• Top Management—female city
manager and one female
executive director for a total of
2 out of 10.

• Female metro manager.
• Senior management is majority

male and only 10 female
general managers.

• Top management, senior and
mid-management: 28% female.

• Aim is 50% womenʼs
representation by 2017.

Submission:

• Section 3.3 (iii) of the
Employment Equity Act Refers:
the advertisement should
encourage application from
blacks, women and people with
disability.

• The Municipal Manager at
MMM is a woman.

Testimony:

• Organisation policies are being
drafted.

• The target of 50% women
representation by 2017 has
been set.

• The speaker was not
always precise or specific—
the most specific was that
top management is only
20% women.

• People with disabilities
comprised 0.39% of
workforce.

• The speaker tended to
emphasise plans; rather
than the current situation.

.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

4.

5.

6.

• Occupational levels 1-4
earmarked for advancement of
the women and disabled.

• Draft HR policy aimed at
entrenchment of Succession
Planning.

Submission:

• Employment Equity is vested in
the performance contract of the
ED Corporate Services.

Testimony:

• Corporate services is
responsible for equity and it
forms part the ED of corporate
serviceʼs performance score
card and ensures compliance
with EE legislation.

• All heads and the city manager
participate but the corporate
services director ensures
compliance.

Submission:

• No-it is only vested in the
performance of the Executive
Director, Corporate Services.

Testimony:

• Yes—it is part of the ED
performance review.

Submission:

• Internal and external training
and development programmes.

• A study bursary scheme.
• Internship and leadership

programmes.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

7.

8.

Testimony:

• 584,272 is 2012/2013 budget
to address gender
coordination.

• Roll out of Employment equity
has 103,405 in 2012/2013.

• Finances are stretched. Much
of the resources allocated for
gender go to one manager of
special programmes and one
senior HRO manager on EE.

Submission:

• None.

Testimony:

• No tracking mechanisms in
place.

• Draft policy (Departmental EE
reports, Council Reports.

• No capacity building either but
women and disabled are part
of skills development initiatives.

Submission:

• Yes-Section 3.3 (iii) of the
Employment Policy.

Testimony:

• Capacity building strategies are
in place.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

9.

10.

11.

Submission:

• No.

Testimony:

• No capacity building either but
women and the disabled are
part of skills development
initiatives.

• This is a general strategy for
everyone that is not specific to
people with disabilities or
women.

• Awareness programmes for
new employees take place and
it includes diversity
management, sexual
harassment and employee
wellness.

• Road shows.

Submission:

• No.

Testimony:

• No.

Submission:

• The induction programme
includes diversity
management, sexual
harassment, and employee
wellness.

• The HR Department also
conducts road shows on
policies.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

12.

13.

Testimony:

• Awareness programmes are
implemented.

• Sexual harassment policies are
in place.

• Induction programmes address
all this.

Submission:

• Excluding of the EE officer with
regard to the appointment of
candidates.

• No Employment Equity Forum
• All policies are in line with the

legislative framework.

Testimony:

• No gender discrimination policy
is in place but a sexual
harassment policy is
implemented.

Submission: see copies

provided.

• See Section below.

Testimony -we have these

policies in place:

• Employment Equity.
• Recruitment and Selection.
• Sexual Harassment.
• Employment Equity.
• Disciplinary and Grievance code.
• Uniform conditions of procedure.
• HIV/Aids Policy.
• Internal Bursary Scheme.
Other policies yet to be approved
including a new revised
employment equity, diversity
management, career pathing etc.

• See findings of the legal
team below as to which of
these policies are valid.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

SUCCESSES AND
CHALLENGES

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
NEEDED

14.

15.

Successes:
• Mangaung Metropolitan

Municipality is headed by a
woman (first female
representation).

• 31% female overall and 28%
management representation for
management.

• EE officer is to be part of the
recruitment and selection
process.

Challenges
• Resistance to change.
• Men are over-represented in

the organisation and at
management level.

• Employment Equity Forum
does not exist.

• Appointment of disabled
employees—representation is
at 0.04 percent.

• A culture change is needed in
the municipality to minimise
resistance to change—to
create a commitment to
appoint women.

Submission
• Workshops for Senior

Management and Top
Management on
Transformation Management
are needed (employment
equity; diversity management,
change management, talent
management, and succession
planning).

Testimony:
• A workshop is being arranged

for top and senior management
transformation management
(EE diversity) and support
could be beneficial in this
regard.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR THE MANGAUNG METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY
MANGAUNG MUNICIPALITY

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy/Career

Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Submitted a draft Employment
Equity Plan 2011-2016; and some
Employment Equity Information
from the Department of Labour.

Yes—submitted ʻEmployment
Policyʼ with EE Plan has some
targets.

Document is from South African
Local Government Bargaining
Council as Disciplinary Procedure
and Code Collective Agreement;
Signed 21 April 2010.

Not in documentation.

Submitted, unsigned.

Not in documentation.

Unsigned, no approval date given.

Submitted undated, unsigned.

Submitted undated, unsigned.

Submitted ʻPersonnel
Retrenchment Strategyʼ dated 12
Nov 2010; not signed.

Not in documentation, submitted.

No reference letters or
numbers provided for
annexures.
First document: 31 pages not
signed; some cut and paste.

Employment Policy is signed
but old 15 December 2003.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE18

18 The documentation was not presented in a way that could be referenced (no annexure numbers)
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POLICY

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Not in documentation, submitted.

Submitted ʻRapid Progression
Policyʼ, undated, unsigned, also
Human Resource Development
Strategy submitted undated,
unsigned.

Not in documentation, submitted.

Not in documentation, submitted.

ʻEmployment Equity is vested in
the performance contract of the
ED Corporate Servicesʼ

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS BY CGE PANEL ON PRESENTATION FIVE MANGAUNG MUNCIPALITY

COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Does the Metro have a results based M and

E system to monitor impact?

What are the plans with regard to disability

under-representation?

What is the vision of the Mangaung Metro?

African males are overrepresented in

Mangaung and there is no tracking system

to monitor this. Has a baseline study been

done to indentify the causes of this pattern

of representation?

On your key performance areas, how are you

doing?

What is the overall budget and how does

that compare to the allocation for gender

transformation?

• There is such a structure in the office of the
City Manager. The Executive Mayor insists
too on the creation of a unit to assist with
service delivery monitoring. There are very
active processes in place for M and E.

• Disability is a huge challenge in the
municipality and there is no clear plan to
ensure that recruitment addresses this.
Presently, only 0.04% of the employees are
disabled. Corporate Services has identified
this as a priority and a policy or strategy will
be drafted this year.

• The Metro vision is to ensure quality service
delivery to every member of the community
while in compliance with all government
legislation and the constitution.

• A competent work force is needed to
achieve the goal of service delivery and yet
must comply with gender equality. The 50%
representation principle is adhered to and on
the council this has been achieved but it is
yet to translate into the administration. There
is no exact reason why the situation looks
the way that it does. The most suitable
person for the job is sought and this is a
subjective process. There is a problem of
gender representation as there are suitably
qualified women who can be appointed to
senior posts.

• I might fail this part of the KPA if gender
representation was on there.

• The total budget is just over 4 billion rand
and in terms of HR 28% of that is for
expenditure. Amounts budgeted for gender
equality is a small drop in these terms.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

What are the disability percentages? Isn’t

this just a culture? The targets for

employment seem to be male and why is it

this way?

Senior management positions are not being

occupied by women. So explain this culture.

There is a 50% gender target with no clear

plan. What is the plan?

What is the mentorship plan?

Is there resistance to change? If there is,

you need a programme to address this. How

can training shift this?

There is a major deficit in disability

representation against the 2% target. Does

the municipality require assistance to put

systems in place and to mobilize support

from disabled organisations?

Your vision is 50% by 2017 but what steps

are going to get you there?

• Female and disability representations are
challenges. A strategy needs to be
developed to address this.

• See above.

• There is no clear plan and only a
commitment at this stage. A very active
member of the mayoral committee is
pushing for the hiring of women and the
disabled.

• There is no specific mentorship programme
in place at the municipality at the moment.
Training focuses on everyone but does not
target women.

• There is no resistance to change as such.
The municipality recently appointed a new
woman City Manager. Since 1995 there
have been two female mayors. Training
focuses on everyone but does not target
women exclusively

• Any guidance from the Commission is
welcome as there are capacity issues within
the cityʼs administration. Only 0.04% of
employees are disabled and this must be
addressed as a matter of urgency. Advice on
approaching disabled organisations is
appreciated.

• The economically active population forms
the basis of the targeting. There is a 0%
Indian population but 0.5% of employees are
Indian at the moment and if that is compared
with the economically active population, and

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

What are the absolute numbers? You have

some 23,000 employees, how many of these

are disabled?

How many women have benefitted from your

bursary scheme? How many disabled

women benefitted? How many disabled

men?

Appointments of senior management

sometimes rest with politicians. What can

you do to ensure that the people that you

recommend are accepted by the politicians

and that politics does not interfere with the

EE Plan?

The municipality must conduct a Section 19

analysis. Barriers need to be identified. This

will be the basis of achieving 50% women.

The barriers to participation have to be

understood.

Sect 53 of the Act requires a monitoring of

good and service suppliers. Consultants and

others absorb goods and services. How

many people have been tracked to ensure

service contracts go to women and people

with disability?

How many critical posts will be filled, by

when and how many from the designated

groups can fill these new posts?

there are not that many Indians in the Free
State, then 0.2% should be of the Indian
community.

• The Commissionʼs assistance with
strategies is welcome.

• All employees benefit from the bursary
scheme—anyone male or female can
participate but it is not aimed at
percentages.

• There should be 50% representation but
policies and guidelines are determined by
politicians.

• This was mentioned twice but a Section 19
analysis has not been conducted. This will
be addressed.

• Independent service providers do get
appointed. They do go through screening
and interviewing based on acceptable norms
and standards and are appointed on ability.
Previously disadvantaged people do benefit
as legislation is complied with but a gender
disaggregation is presently not possible.

• Critical positions in the engineering division
were advertised but the trade unions were
involved in the negotiations which slowed
the process. One negotiation point was

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

At senior government levels, under 25% of

the posts are filled by women. A Section 19

analysis of this kind of trend would have

identified the issues.

Allocations for transformation are minimal.

The constitution is aimed at transformation.

Women consume municipal services and

contribute to revenue. Women are a big part

of achieving transformation. Good quality

services are achieved through equality.

ensuring that the disestablished municipalities
be addressed (rehiring those who lost their
jobs).

• There is a need for policy and guidelines
because the act was not complied with and
this analysis was not conducted. The
municipality is aware of the constitutional
obligation but the lack of capacity is behind
non-compliance.

• No response.

20.

21.

RESPONSES

8.2 AIRPORTS COMPANY SOUTH AFRICA (ACSA)19

Ms Mari Odendaal (Senior Manager Employment Equity) and Mr Thabo Phatheng (HR Manager) presented on the
strength of a verbal delegation appointment from the managing director of ACSA. The Airports Company claimed to
be committed to the EEA. The ACCSA Equity Plan is reflected in the KPA. There are:
• Workforce profile numerical goals to 2016.
• Affirmative Action Measures.
• Data for Senior and Top Managers - 31 January 2013.
• Employment Equity Plan 2011-2016 Numerical Goals.
• Employment Equity Plan 2011-2016 PWD.
• A forum that monitors to achieve outcomes.
• Institutionalised employment equity in order to entrench EE practices through performance reviews.
• Feedback to staff on progress and targets in terms of achievements is given.
• Specific project on people with disability and infrastructure was audited to see if it was conducive for people with

disability. Budgets were aligned to this process.
• Policy review and best practice took place through the conduct of external desk top audits to see what the issues

are and then projects were established based on this data.
• Transformation and Employment Equity Communications were established in order to communicate and raise

awareness related to recruitment, performance management and other measures.

19ACSA owns and operates 9 airports in South Africa
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The Airport Company of South Africa was requested to present on their internal Equity Transformation. While it was
expected that ACSA would present on its Free State operations, a national approach was taken. In the top
management structures, women comprised 12% or 1 of the 9 posts. At senior level, women occupied 18 of the 47
posts. Only two people with disability were employed. The responsibility for equity transformation targets resides in
the board of directors who assigned a Senior EE manager and line management with responsibilities for implementing
equity. The acting managing director had EE performance indicators in his contract. While many of the policies were
not submitted with the presentation, the Equity Policy, the recruitment policy, and the sexual harassment policy were
in place and a Gender Focal Point was present at the deputy director level. All recruitment is directed by the Equity
policy. While there is no earmarked gender budget, an ACSA talent board focuses on female development with talent
management reports compiled and an Employment Equity, training and Development forum meeting occurring
quarterly. Through these initiatives and structures, ACSA identifies female capacity and monitors group and gender
composition of its talent pool. It is aimed at middle management and grooms women for senior posts. ACSA offers
bursaries to develop women into scarce skills environments and at George Airport they generally cultivate disabled
women with capacity development initiatives. Top and senior management had access to flexitime arrangements but
the remainder of the staff are shift workers and do not qualify for such an allowance.

SUBMISSIONS AND TESTIMONY ACCORDING TO STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS:

AIRPORTS COMPANY SOUTH AFRICA

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

1. Submissions:

• Approved EE plan 2011 to
2016 (national).

• ʻPlan attachedʼ (this is a 26-
page plan).

• Plan included objectives for
each year, barriers, numeric
targets and goals, roles and
responsibilities and M and E.

Testimony:

• See EE Plan—five year plan
ending 2016.

• The five year plan commenced
in 2011. In terms of Section 19
of the EEA this analysis was
done, feedback was provided
and policy reviews were
conducted to ensure objectivity.

• The consultation process
included electronic surveys and

• EE Plan—no signature on
the submission.

• New Equity plan started in
September 2011 and goes
to 31 August 2016.

• Percentages are given in
the plan without numbers.

• The plan focuses on targets
and it is not clear what the
current situation is.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

2.

focus group sessions.
• Quantified studies of the

workforce profile analysis were
conducted in terms of race.

• A plan was submitted to the
Department of Labour and set
up affirmative action measures
against the barriers.

• The economically active
population is looked at.

• Year one of a five year plan
has been completed and the
situation in 2011 was 60/40.
The target for year one was
57% male. There is a 1%
shortfall for the first year.
Reviews are done annually to
enable reflection.

Submission (top management):

• Submission refers to ACSA
Employment Equity Plan.

• Top management: One female
in top management and 8 male
managers at top level.

• 47 people in Senior
Management; 18 are female.

• Two people with disabilities.
• In 2011—it was 7 men in top

management and 2 women=9
total.

• In 2011—it was 12 women at
senior management out of 38.

Testimony:

• Top management: 1 female 8
males.

• Senior Management: 12
females; 25 males = 37 Total.

• Submission not entirely
clear because the focus
was more on targets than
the current situation.

• Testimony was a
PowerPoint with its own
order for presenting the
data.

• The Equity report gives
percentages and not
numbers.

• The speaker often spoke in
future tense with regard to
what will be done making it
difficult to extract what has
been done and current
figures.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

3.

• Targets aim at 4 females in top
management and 18 in senior
management.

• Total workforce: In Aug 2011,
we were 59% male and 40%
female and we are working this
year to reduce males to 54.7%
and women to 45.20%.

• On disability-more males than
females. In year more females
with disabilities were employed
— 8 total female and 10 total
male (18).

• On disability –more women are
aimed for at senior
management but not top
management.

Submission:

• In performance contract of
Acting Manager Director.

• See Employment Equity Plan
which includes objectives and
ways to measure progress
against objectives.

• There are numerical targets
and monitoring of these.

Testimony:

• Women will be targeted to fill
existing vacancies.

• Vacancy advertisements carry
the stated aim for employment
equity.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

4.

5.

6.

Submission:

• Board of Directors, Executive
Committee, Assigned Senior
Manager for EE, Line
Management.

• ʻCaptured in Employment
Equity Planʼ

Testimony:

• In performance contract of
Acting Manager Director.

Submission:

• Yes - In the performance
contract of the Acting
Managing Director Bongani
Maseko.

• There is an assigned senior
manager for employment
equity.

• Line managers also
responsible for EE plan.

Testimony:

• Yes appointments are being
made as people leave for
specific reasons.

• It is also in the performance
review of senior managers.

Submission:

• Human resource allocated in
line with EE plan.

• Operational budget (no figure
given).

• Budget for people with
disabilities.

Testimony:

• None.

• The testimony was based
on a PowerPoint that did
not follow the standard
review order, hence the
gaps in testimony.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

7.

8.

Submission:

• Minutes of Talent Board
Meeting submitted (November
2012).

• National Employment Equity
and Training and Development
Forum meets quarterly.

• Talent Management Quarterly
Reports submitted.

• All recruitment guided by
employment equity.

Testimony:

• Monitoring and tracking of
disabled women occurs in
conjunction with an analysis of
female capacity within ACSA.

• A specific project on people
with disability exists.
Infrastructure was studies to
see if it was conducive for
people with disability. Budgets
were aligned to this too.

Submission:

• Recruitment in line with EE
plans.

Testimony:

• Yes- this is monitored very
closely.

• No specific recruitment
policy was found.

• There are minutes of a
talent board meeting on 27
November 2012.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

9. Submission:

• Currently on the agenda of the
ACSA National Talent Board.

• Training plans aligned with
business needs.

• Leadership training to build
capacity.

• A learnership programme with
bursaries.

Testimony:

• Responding to challenges by
building the capacity and
building young talent
development and we use
mentorship with quite an
extensive programme.

• Building leadership capacity
from levels of pre-supervisory
and supervisory positions.

• An ACSA National talent board
focuses on female
development.

• Identification of female capacity
within the organisation occurs
and the results are broken
down by different groups.

• Supervisory leadership
development.

• Aggressive leadership
development programme that
is going for four years now.

• It is working and leading to an
increase but may not be
enough but we do monitor—it
is more aimed at middle
management and trying to
move them up.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does your institution

provide child care facilities

and/or flexi-time or

working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with work?

Please provide evidence

thereof.

What steps have you taken

to initiate awareness on

gender equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

10.

11.

• So there is supervisory
development programme,
management development
programme and executive
development programme.

• Most of the focus has been on
supervisory in the past.

• The executive development
programme is new and only
since 2012.

• Bursaries and learnerships in
security are offered to develop
women into scarce skills
environments.

• At George Airport there is a
strong focus on women with
disability and developing their
skills and building capacity.

• Work on emotional intelligence
and other factors.

Submission:

• No - no child care facilities.
• Flexi-time is available for senior

and top management—the rest
work shifts.

Testimony:

• None.

Submission:

• Training has taken place.

Testimony:

• Not clear - the presenter used
her own order according to a
PowerPoint presentation.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

12.

13.

14.

Submission:

• The presentation did not
address this.

• A sexual harassment policy
arrived late.

Testimony:

• Not addressed.

Submission:

• See submitted materials further
below.

Testimony

• See below on submitted
materials.

Successes:

• Transformation is supported by
ACSA Board and a key focus.

• Increased management focus
on recruitment, training,
succession regarding females
and PWDs.

• Focused recruitment
interventions to ensure diversity.

Note: this is a national
company and the presentation
was on a national situation.

Few submissions to match the
testimony.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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CGE LEGAL TEAM TO REVIEW, AND CORRECT:

FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR AIRPORTS COMPANY OF SOUTH AFRICA
(Note: Not many items were submitted or else not in the packet - little evidence to support claims).

PRESENTATION ACSA

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy /

Career Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Employment Equity Plan 01
September 2011 to 31 August
2016; some 26 pages.

Minutes of Talent Board Meeting
from 27 November 2012, Acting
Manager/Director attends.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Issue date was 25 September
2011; not signed.

Minutes of a ʻTalent Boardʼ
Meeting on 27 November 2012
were furnished—it appears that
this is the first meeting.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE20

20 The documentation was not presented in a way that was in clear annexures or clearly referenced.
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POLICY

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Not clearly dated but a sexual
harassment policy and procedure
exists.

Not in the packet received.

Not in the packet received.

Minutes from 20 February 2012.

Yes.

It was stated by the airports
company that this exists and
then a copy was furnished.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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CGE PANEL: QUESTIONS/COMMENTS ON AIRPORTS COMPANY OF SA

COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Commissioner: The presentation was

appreciated as it demonstrated commitment

to implementing the EEA through key

performance areas. Areas of concern include

the management level for women and the area

of disability. It was asked if it were not better

to have a clear target instead of waiting for

theoretically available people to apply and

why not simply go directly to the learning

institutions and develop people from that

level to ensure they are easily absorbed.

Commissioner: The gap in top management

must be addressed.

Commissioner: Would the strategy still work

if conditions changed?

Commissioner: Assistance in engaging with

municipalities and the public sector was

requested by the commissioners. Better

practices could be shared in political will,

good intention and practical activities. You

may be isolated in the private sector too.

• No comment on this.

• There is a target of two women and one with
disability on the executive team. These are
the targets. In the national forum the
progress in terms of professionally qualifying
individuals was examined and two
appointments were made.

• Customer services at a high level and this is
also being targeted.

• If there is any turbulence or chaos,
responses are rapid.

• A new managing director is being appointed
while an acting managing director occupies
the post and this is an opportunity to
appoint.

• Senior management positions are free.
• ACSA has an airport in Brazil not addressed

here but the manager appointed there was a
woman.

• ACSA would be open to helping achieve
gender transformation in the public sphere
by building knowledge sharing networks.

• The HR Manager for Free State is present
and can share learning.

1.

2.

3.

4.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Commissioner: it was noted that senior

management comprised 12 females and 25

males. What per cent of workers provide a

pool for female advancement?

Commissioner: There are one female in top

management and 8 male managers at top

level. Does this create a problem? You have

talent management and meetings to try to

address gender equality but we see that top

managers attend this and really appreciate

that. You should also aim to get one person

with disabilities at that top level too.

Advocate Anirudhra: Is there a sexual

harassment policy have any such problems

been dealt with?

Advocate Anirudhra: One finds in an airport,

and you manage this, that there are many

chain stores. Do you ensure women

entrepreneurs are there too? We want to

create employment equity. Do you give the

same old folks all the same opportunities?

Do we create opportunities for new

businesses? There has to be a clear

strategy to achieve women entrepreneurs.

Advocate Anirudhra: A report was requested

on the instances of harassment in the last

three years. The enterprise development

policy was requested to provide a basis for

• 40% overall in the company.
• The majority of workers are not females and

balance is being pursued.
• Security people have to be balanced.

• See above.
• Oliver Tambo is the biggest airport.
• Senior management must feed the top

management—a talent board drives and
manages this.

• There is specific policy.
• There have been no sexual harassment

cases in the last year.
• It might be effective or perhaps some are

not reporting.

• In terms of business enterprise, they have
focused on commercial growth.

• A new financial year will commence in April
and restructuring can occur –this question
will be referred to when this is discussed.

• Women entrepreneurs may be brought in
later.

• Targeting of specific services providers on
disability.

• This was noted and a commitment was
made to send outstanding documentation.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

examining the development. The sexual

harassment policy was indicated to have

been absent from the documentation.

CGE requests: Report on sexual harassment

within 7 days and the enterprise

development policy.

10.

RESPONSES

8.3 BRUNIQUEL AND ASSOCIATES (NO TESTIMONY—ONLY THE REVIEW QUESTIONS)

Bruniquel and Associates, a consulting firm, were subpoenaed after failing to respond to a prior notice. As it turns out,
they have less than 18 employees which exempt it from the Gender Commission equity process. They do not have
an equity policy, as it is not required at the level at which they operate. However, Mr Bruniquel agreed to participate
and cooperate with the Commission. The emphasis their employment policy has is on diversity in the workplace. The
staff comprises 50% women. Even though the company is small, it has a package of policies ranging from recruitment
and Selection, Disciplinary and Grievance, Code of Good Practice, Uniform and Protective Clothing, HIV/AIDS and
Sexual Harassment. Mentoring has occurred and career assistance is provided in the company. Childcare facilities
were not provided but children were permitted to come to work with parents. This was done in order to accommodate
parents with children.

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS:

BRUNIQUEL AND ASSOCIATES

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity Act

No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer must

prepare and implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution have

an employment equity

plan? If so kindly provide

a copy.

1. Submissions:

• 20 employees—diversity is
practices and the workforce
represents the demographics
of KZN.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Submission (top management):

• 4 females (2 Indians/2 whites)
/4 males (2 African/2 white).

Submission:

• On-going process of selection
to be representative—no
special AA measures; ʻWe
recruit on meritʼ but we do
bring in graduate learner
consultants.

Submission:

• MD and the Board (and board
is mainly female).

Submission:

• ʻNo-not applicable—more
women than men on the
boardʼ

Submission:

• More women than men in this
industry (no need for
transformation).

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Submission:

• Company is small and does
not require such mechanisms.

Submission:

• No response.

Submission:

• A learner consultant training
programme which HR
graduates go through.

Submission:

• No—women are allowed to
bring their children to work
provided they behave—they
do.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

11.

12.

13.

Submission:

• The company runs
employment equity, sexual
harassment and diversity
training programmes for
clients.

Submission:

• Gender discrimination is not a
problem.

• There is a sexual harassment
policy.

Submission:

• This is not applicable as only
20 people are employed.

• Policies are sold as part of
consulting services to clients.
Reluctance expressed to
release them in the CGE
forum.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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CGE LEGAL TEAM TO COMPLETE ACCORDING TO SUBMISSIONS
FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR BRUNIQUEL AND ASSOCIATES
BRUNIQUEL AND ASSOCIATES DID NOT APPEAR

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

14.

15.

Successes:

• There are 3 female sales
consultants and only one
male.

• There are 3 internal male
consultants and 3 females.

• Apart from that all
administration and accounting
work is performed by female
staff members.

Submission

• Nothing. Excellent and diverse
team of people who get along
extremely well—race and
gender are no longer issues in
this business.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

1.

2.

3.

4.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE21

21 The documentation was not presented in a way that was in clear annexures or clearly referenced.
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and

development policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy/

Career Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at

DD Level

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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8.4 SEDIBENG WATER

Presenter: Totonte Molobye, Human Resource Manager, was delegated to appear in writing. It was forwarded

electronically to the Commissioners. Sedibeng water is a medium sized company that supplies water to municipalities in

a number of provinces. In its top management composition, two of the three positions are vacant and earmarked for

women and disabled applicants. In senior management, there are no women due to the fact that the posts require remote

and rural living with few amenities, so women have tended not to be retained by the company. The employment equity

manager is responsible for the attainment of equity targets and is guided by an EE policy. The policies that were submitted

as signed and approved include the HIV policy, the recruitment and selection, the Good Practice, the Uniform and

Protective Clothing, succession, salary benefits and the training and development policies. In the implementation of

equity, Sedibeng Water has a management development programme whose participants were 50% women. Internship

and learnership programs weighted in favour of women, bursaries and finance facilities for women to study at tertiary level

and training and development programmes are offered. The remoteness of employment has not attracted many women

or people with disabilities to top and senior management. The child care facilities are not established and transport for

children to get them to schools in neighbouring towns is used as part of a retention strategy.

SUBMISSIONS AND TESTIMONY ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD REVIEW QUESTIONS:
SEDIBENG WATER

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

1.

2.

Submissions:

• ʻSee attached planʼ (but no plan
attached).

Testimony:

• Employment Equity Plan is for
2013-2018.

• It is a five year plan.

Submission (top management):

• 1 African male.
• 2 vacancies (earmarked for

women and people with
disabilities).

Testimony:

• Top management has 1 African.

• No plan attached.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS22

22 The documentation was not presented in a way that was in clear annexures or clearly referenced.
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

3.

4.

• Only one position at the top with
two spaces vacant.

• At senior management there are
two vacancies but now there is
no representation of women.

• Women were recruited but they
do not stay long.

• At middle management it is
better.

Submission:

• Employment Equity Plan.

Testimony:

• Management development
programme where 50% of the
people involved were women.

• Internship programmes running
with 5 females and 4 males.
Deliberate effort to ensure
majority are female.

• Learnership programmes—it is
ensured that 50% are
unemployed women.

• Bursaries and study loans for
women with the potential to
further studies at tertiary
institutions.

• Training and development
programmes that are offered to
employees.

Submission:

• Employment Equity Manager
Toto Molobye.

Testimony:

• Employment Equity Manager
Toto Molobye—performance
targets.

• The plan could not be found
in documentation.

.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

5.

6.

7.

• The employment equity forum
also meets 4 times a year.

• Meetings are mandatory as it is
in the performance contract.

Submission:

• Yes - see attached page of the
Performance Contract of the
Manager of Human Resources.

Testimony:

• Yes - it is in the performance
contract, measurement and
review.

Submission:

• Training and Bursary Budget.

Testimony:

• The budget is about 3 million for
this.

Submission:

• Monthly and Quarterly Reports
at Central ECF and other
stakeholder forums.

Testimony:

• Performance measurement is
done.

• In terms of disability it is 1%.
Remote environment presents
recruitment challenges.

• Performance is evaluated and
monitored.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

8.

9.

10.

11.

Submission:

• No.

Testimony:

• None.

Submission:

• Plans are in place but not fully
implemented.

• Training programmes and
bursary allocations.

Testimony:

• None.

Submission:

• No.

Testimony:

• No.

Submission:

• The composition of the Central
ECF and Regional ECF were
reconstituted to have more
women and people with
disabilities.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

12.

13.

Testimony:

• See below under successes.

Submission:

• The policy has been submitted
to the Policy Review Committee
for review.

Testimony:

• No— no such policy in place.
• Targets to complete this before

June.
• The forum meets quarterly.

Submission:

• HIV-AIDS Policy (signed 01
February 2007).

• Grievance Policy and Procedure
(signed June 2008).

• Succession Planning (signed 01
February 2007).

• Accelerated Development
Programme for Employees (01
February 2007).

• Recruitment Policy (signed 01
February 2007).

• Remuneration Policy (signed 24
April 2008).

• Code of Conduct (signed 01
February 2007).

• Health and Safety Guidelines
(01 February 2007).

• In draft form.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

14.

15.

Successes:

• Employment equity forum made
up of 15 females and 24
males—all levels and areas of
the organisation are
represented here.

Challenges

• The operation is remotely
placed and therefore skilled
women do not stay too long
before moving to urban areas.

• With regard to PWDs, the
organisation has in the past
been able to recruit them but
due to the fact that most of the
workplaces are located in
remote areas and the PWDs get
to be placed in areas far away
from their families.

Submission

• A database of skilled people
with disabilities would help.

• Profiles of organisations that
deal with people with disabilities.

Testimony:

• A data base of skilled people
with disabilities.

• Profiles of organisations that
deal with people with disabilities.

• Database of women with
technical skills (sciences and
engineering) who are prepared
to work in rural areas.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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FOR CGE LEGAL TEAM TO REVIEW, CORRECT AND COMPLETE:

CGE FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR SEDIBENG WATER

7
POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy /

Career Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Not located.

Signed submission received dated
01 February 2007.

Signed submission received
17 June 2008.

Received a Code of Conduct dated
01 February 2007, signed.

Received Guidelines on Personal
Protective Equipment, signed and
dated 01 February 2007.

ʻAccelerated Development
Programmeʼ received signed and
dated 01 February 2007.

Submitted signed document - 01
February 2007, signed by Chief
Executive.

Signed document received, dated
01 February 2007.

Three page document but
with a signature.

SUBMITTED?

22 The documentation was not presented in a way that was in clear annexures or clearly referenced.

REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE20
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POLICY

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Received as remuneration policy;
signed and dated 24 April 2008.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE

COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Commissioner: Where is the company head

office located and how far is it from

Mangaung?

• The head office is in Porterville in the Free
State out in farming areas near the river
where the water is sourced. One travels
more than 15 km to get to a small rural town.

• There are plants elsewhere in Northwest
and Northern Cape and Kuruman and near
Springbok—and to get to some of these
places, one travels 150 km on a dirt road.

• It is very difficult to recruit for these places—
one site is 60 km from Kimberley in the NC.

• The company provides houses just to deal
with these areas but we are not in the
housing industry but in water distribution.
We do try to provide for the purpose of
retention too. We even provide transport to
visit doctors.

1.

RESPONSES

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS BY CGE PANEL ON PRESENTATION: SEDIBENG WATER
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Commissioner: The gender staff compliment

in top management is low.

Commissioner: What is the total budget?

Commissioner: Water is not a gender

neutral concept. Are you working with

women’s organisations?

Commissioner: Why are women not

reporting cases of sexual harassment?

Commissioner: Are child care facilities

provided. Retaining women in rural areas

may require such facilities. It cannot be

claimed that women are leaving. A retention

strategy must have a commitment to turn

this around.

Commissioner: Are the unions on the

employment equity forum?

Commissioner: The challenges you have

cited, but what are your plans to attain your

targets?

• There are about 499 people in the entire
organisation.

• Women have been recruited to top
management and efforts have been made
to retain them but this has not kept them
in those positions.

• If they are bringing up young children they
must drive to and from the urban centres
and that becomes costly. Those who have
stayed in the past are those that are in
their late 40s and 50s and above.

• Not covered as the presenter skipped
some questions.

• Service providers who come on site do
have gender equity in their organisations
and they are measured.

• Not covered as he skipped some
questions.

• There are no child care facilities owing to
small population sizes.

• There may be 45 employees.
• Transport is provided to take children to

nearest town for schooling and this is part
of the retention strategy.

• It is very difficult to buy and sell properties
in these areas.

• There is union representation in the EE
forum and they are consulted.

• Their levels and status are checked.

• No comment made.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

Commissioner: 1.6% disability at some

level, was that in the Free State? How was

that achieved?

Commissioner: In terms of lack of women in

senior management posts, what has been

done to ensure their retention and that they

have upward mobility?

Commissioner: Could we get 7 of your exit

interviews with women so that this may be

understood and a report written?

Commissioner: Please comment on the

issue of women and water.

Commissioner: Please supply cases on

sexual discrimination and harassment.

• Primary customers were asked for names
of organisations or people with disabilities.

• Days were organized with them the
companyʼs need to comply was explained.

• Women have been recruited to top
management and have been
accommodated but this has not worked
over the long term. If women are raising
young children they must drive and that
becomes costly. Those who have stayed
in the past are those that are in their late
40s and 50s and above.

• This might be difficult.

• There is a huge problem of payment for
services.

• Restriction only occurs after a long
process of consultation.

• Sedibeng is not responsible for people not
having water but water sometimes has to
be restricted.

• Sedibeng is owed a half billion rand.
• It is a medium sized organisation.

• A commitment was made to supply
available documentation.

• There are not many reported cases.
• Perhaps a policy and necessary

awareness programmes are needed.
• People require the relative education.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

RESPONSES
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8.5 FREE STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

The Free State Development Cooperation (FSDC), having failing to appear, was subpoenaed and appeared before

the Gender Commission at a later date. In top management, the FSDC has a 25% female representation. Senior

management is estimated at 31.4% women while the total staff compliment comprises 53% women. Low representation

at top management was justified by low levels of staff turnover, despite having 4 CEOs and boards in a short space of

time. It did not appear that people with disabilities were included into the senior management but the general staff

compliment of disabled people was put at 3 people with one refusing to declare disability. Policies were either non-existent

or not signed. The Employment Equity policy was present, as were recruitment, disciplinary and grievance, Code of

Good Practice, Training and Development and sexual harassment. The HIV policy was absent. The human resource

manager was responsible for overseeing transformation. The absence of a performancemanagement processmeant that

senior managers were not assigned with equity targets as part of their performance requirements. No resources were

allocated to transformation due to a restructuring process and the absence of a systematic approach to equity

transformation. No mention was made of workplace support such as flexitime and childcare.

SUBMISSION DATA ONLY: FREE STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

1.

2.

Submissions:

• Yes - see Annexure A (signed
by CEO in 2010).

Submission (top management):

• Yes - see Annexure Bʼ which
gives a ʻmanning listʼ for
January 2013.

• 1 African Female as Chief
Audit Executive.

• Altogether 3 African females,
1 white female (3) in the
organisation.

• Proposed FDC Employment
Equity Plan was signed.

• Valid 2010-2014.

• Annexure B indicates
African males in the three
top posts.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

• 13 employees are male; 4
employees are female.

Submission:

• EE Plan (Annexure A).
• Recruitment Policy (Annexure

C).
• Affirmative Action Policy

(Annexure C2).

Submission:

• Human Resources Manager
(as assigned by the CEO in
EE Plan).

Submission:

• No—the corporation does not
have a performance
management system in place.

Submission:

• None—the corporation is still
in the process of restructuring
and no permanent placements
have been made due to
pending approval by the board
of the new structure.

Submission:

• None—the numbers of
employees are few and
placements or appointments

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

senior management or

top management

positions at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

with disabilities for

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are there any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

8.

9.

10.

are easily identified by the HR
department.

Submission:

• No—it is only specific to
targeting PDIs as per EE Act
(Annexure C1 and Annexure
C2).

Submission:

• No - the corporation does not
have a succession planning
policy in place.

Submission:

• No.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

policies, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

11.

12.

13.

Submission:

• None.

Submission:

• No – the current policies in
use were developed in 2001
and are currently being
reviewed to include missing
policies.

Submission (much but not all

of it is national):

• Recruitment and Selection
Policy- Annexure C1.

• Disciplinary and Grievance
Procedure—Annexure C4.

• Code of Good Practice—
Annexure C5.

• Uniform and protective
clothing—not applicable.

• Training and development
Policy (Annexure C6).

• Employee Wellness (NA).
• HIV/AIDS Policy (NA).

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table).

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

14.

15.

• Succession Policy and Career
Pathing (NA).

• Retirement Planning
(Annexure C7).

• Sexual Harassment Policy
(Annexure C8).

• Promotions and
Remuneration (Annexures C2
and C3).

• Minutes from Employment
Equity Forum (NA).

Successes:

• Successfully recruited and
appointed an African female
professional in 2012 but she
resigned after 7 months.

Submission

• Gender Awareness
Campaigns and Training by
the Gender Commission
would go a long way in
supporting the corporation.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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CGE LEGAL TEAM FINDINGS
SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR PRESENTATION EIGHT: FREE STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
PRESENTATION: FREE STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

CGE FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FOR SEDIBENG WATER
7

POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy /

Career Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

Sexual Harassment Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No – not available.

Yes.

No – not available.

No – not available.

No – not available.

None.

Retirement planning.

Yes.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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9. Department of Public Works Free State

The Department of Public Works was subpoenaed to attend supplementary hearings in Gauteng. Women comprised

0% of the top management, 25% of senior management and 15% of the technical staff. Women comprised 46% of

all staff while disabled people constituted 1.3% of all 1,820 posts. The department submitted most of the relevant

policy documents and four were rejected as out of date or unsigned. The out of date policies included the sexual

harassment policy, the disciplinary and grievance procedure, recruitment and selection and the staff retention policy.

Supportive measures such as the child care and flexitime were absent but there are initiatives to support career

development through bursaries and mentorship programmes.

POLICY

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

13.

14.

15.

16.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

SUBMITTED?
REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE

STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

In terms of section 20 of

the Employment Equity

Act No 55 of 1998, a

designated employer

must prepare and

implement an

employment equity plan.

Does your institution

have an employment

equity plan? If so kindly

provide a copy.

1. Submissions (February 2013):
• Annexure A: an approved

Human Resources Plan with a
workforce analysis, human
resource gap analysis and
action plan

• Annexure B: an Employment
Equity Report dated 11 Jan
2013

Testimony:

• As above

• Annexure Q has the
minutes of the EE Forum

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Provide sex and disability

disaggregated data of

your top management

and senior management

position.

2. Submission (February 2013):

• Top Management = 3 African
men (0% women; 100% men)

• Senior Management = 4
African women (25% of SMS)
and 12 men (75% consisting
of 9 African men and 3 White
men)

• Of 197 technical and artisan
positions, only 29 (15%) are
women and 168 (75%) men

Testimony 18 August 2013:

• Entire Department = Women
46% and Men 54%

• Top management = 3 men
• Of 24 in senior management:

8 (33%) are women and 16
are men (67% male)

• Disability= 1.3%. 2% target
set for the end of 2013.

• It was stated that there are
974 males, 846 females and
25 are disabled (1.3%
disabled) persons. Of the
disabled persons, 12 of these
are women.

• Public works is a technical
department and does not
attract female artisans. There
are 169 males and 29 females
in the technical department.

A Breakdown by Salary Level
(testimony)
• Salary level 15 has one

woman
• Salary level 14 has 4 women

• The question is specific to
sex and disability data for
top and senior management
but the presentation
focused first on the entire
organisation in making the
case that it was nearly
gender balanced

• Submission materials
differed slightly from
testimony (perhaps owing to
the six month gap between
them)

• The 2% target in terms of all
employees was being
addressed (see the two
bullets on disability) instead
of senior and top
management as requested.

• In the original February
submission, a figure was
given as 37% women in the
SMS category but listed
were 4 African women,
which is 25% of 16 people
at SMS level and this was
corrected

• In the August 2013
testimony it was stated that
24 are in senior
management and 8 are
women which is 33% (this
differs from the February
submission and increases
the number in senior
management)

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What measures have

been put in place to

promote gender

transformation and to

increase women’s

representation in senior

management and top

management at your

institutions?

3.

• Salary level 13 has 6 women
(35% of 17)

• Levels 11-12 – is 12% under
target.

Submission (February 2013):

• Part-time bursaries awarded: 73
women and 66 men

• Mentorship Programme: 5
females and 9 males—the
women are all registered as
candidate professional quality
surveyors

• Leadership Development—1
female SMS member busy with
a doctorate in business
administration

• 9 women participated in Internal
Audit learnership, National
Certificate Internal Auditing

Testimony: on 28 August 2013

• Females on SMS level
participate in all selection panels
and must be shortlisted

• Part time bursariesawarded—73
part time to females and 66 to
males

• Mentorship programmes are in
place for 5 females and 9 males

• Leadership Development-1
female SMS busy with a
doctorate

• Also internships for 9 females
with the department paying

• 21 women have been given
opportunities to take artisanal
trade tests. This will change the
gender profile of artisans.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

Who is responsible for

implementing and

overseeing gender

transformation at your

institution?

Does implementation of

gender transformation

measures form part of the

performance review of

senior managers? If no,

kindly provide reasons

for this.

What resources have you

allocated to support

gender transformation as

mentioned above? If no

resources have been

allocated, why?

4.

5.

6.

Submission (February 2013):

• LTF Gomolemo, Head of
Special Programmes

Testimony 18 August :

• Stan Diakos, Director for
Corporate Services

Submission (February 2013):

• Gender transformation is in
the performance agreements
of senior managers. The
gender objectives for
management are set in the
Annual Performance Plan.

• Organisation performance is
measured through monthly
reporting and specific targets
geared at transformation.

• See annual performance plan
that promotes gender
mainstreaming within the
workplace (this is captured in
Annexure C of the
submission)

• The number of women
appointed to salary levels 9-
14 is reported monthly for
monitoring

Testimony 18 August:

• Yes- as above

Submission (February 2013):

• There is a dedicated Special
Programmes Unit with a
budget of R1,382 million for
2012/2013 (increase to over 2
million rand in 2013/14
budget)

• Note the Head of Special
Programmes identified in
the February submission
has since been promoted to
a higher post in the DSD

• The Annual Performance
Plan is Annexure C

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What mechanisms or

systems are in place to

track the movement of

women with disabilities to

senior management or

top management

priorities at your

institutions?

Do your recruitment

policies specifically

target men and women

for disabilities for

7.

8.

• There are skills development
resources specifically
targeting women which
support gender
transformation.

• There is a Women in
Construction Initiative
budgeted by the MEC office

• EWP programmes. Contracts
are also awarded to women
contractors through supply
chain management

Testimony:

• As above

Submission (February 2013):

• Candidate professionals are
allocated a mentor as
prescribed by the various
build environment councils
established by law.

• Part-time bursaries are
allocated on an annual basis

• There is a career pathing and
grading system as prescribed
by the Minister of Public
Service

Testimony August 2013:

• As above
• The Department of Public

Works pays the registration
and annual fees of staff.

Submission (February 2013):

• The approved human
resources plan caters for
focused employment of

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

recruitment to senior

positions? If so, please

provide us with a copy of

your recruitment policy

which makes provision

for this. If not, kindly

provide reasons why?

Are any mentorship

and/or capacity building

programmes aimed at

accelerating women and

disabled people’s

progression to senior and

top management

positions? If not why

not? Kindly provide

reasons.

Does your institution

provide child care

facilities and/or flexi-time

or working from home to

balance family

responsibilities with

work? Please provide

evidence thereof.

9.

10.

women in SMS levels (see
Annexure A, page 92)

Testimony August 2013

• Yes—as above
• See the approved plan and

there is an updated one for
2013-14

Submission (February 2013):

• YES—5 women are registered
as candidate professional
quantity surveyors and one of
these as a Candidate Civil
Engineer

• Formal mentors have been
appointed as prescribed by
the relevant build environment
council

Testimony August 2013:

• Prof/Candidate/Technical = 28
men and 8 women are training
in quantity surveying.
Bursaries are awarded with a
bias towards women.

• Mentoring programmes are
addressing this.

Submission (February 2013)

• There is no flexitime.
• There is a shift system for

security officers

Testimony August 2013

• As above - no flexitime or
child care facilities.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

What steps have you

taken to initiate

awareness on gender

equality and

discrimination in the

workplace? Who has

been targeted with these

measures and what

success has been

achieved thus far?

Does your company have

gender discrimination

and sexual harassment

policies? Kindly provide

us with copies of these

policies. How effectively

have these policies been

utilised? If there are no

policies in place or you

have not utilised these

polices, what explains

this?

In terms of section (19)(1)

of the Employment Equity

Act, a designated

employer must collect

11.

12.

13.

Submission (February 2013)

• The Department has two
flagship projects ʻBring a Girl
Child to Work” and “Women in
Construction”

Testimony August 2013

• As above—these are our two
key programmes

Submission (February 2013)

• YES—the Department has a
Sexual Harassment Policy
which caters for both sexes

• Although the policies have
been circulated within the
department, the Department
has not had any case of
sexual harassment during the
last 24 months.

• The Department has an
Employee Assistance
Programme officer who is a
professionally registered
social worker who can provide
psycho-social counseling.

Testimony August 2013

• Yes— a sexual harassment
policy is in place.

• There have been no reported
cases.

Submission : see copies

provided

• Annexure E-Recruitment and
Selection Policy

• The speaker seemed to
view the shortage of sexual
harassment cases as a
healthy sign but the
Commissioners viewed it as
indicative of poor systems
for identifying such cases
(see discussion further
below)

• All but three policies were
deemed acceptable by the
Commission—see next
table below

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

information and conduct

an analysis of all relevant

employment policies,

practices, procedures

and the working

environment in order to

identify employment

barriers which adversely

affect people from

designated groups.

Kindly provide these

policies (see next table)

SUCCESSES AND

CHALLENGES

14.

• Annexure F—Disciplinary and
Grievance Procedure

• Annexure G-Code of Good
Conduct

• Annexure H—Uniform and
Protective Clothing

• Annexure I—Training and
Development Policy

• Annexure J-Employee
Wellness

• Annexure K-HIV/AIDS Policy
• Annexure L-Succession Policy

and Career Pathing
• Annexure M-Staff Retention

Policy
• Annexure N—Retirement

Planning
• Annexure O—Sexual

Harassment Policy
• Annexure P—Promotions and

Remuneration Policy
• Annexure Q-Minutes of

Employment Forum

Testimony:

• Internal policy audits occur.
Additional annual audits are
conducted by the auditor
general.

Successes August 2013

• Technical fields were
previously male dominated
but the Department is making
in-roads and changing the
status quo

• Women SMS members in
fields previously dominated by
men like Property

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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STANDARD REVIEW
QUESTIONS

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

NEEDED

15.

Management and Internal
Audit

• If technical staff is discounted,
there are 805 males and 817
females employed by the
Public Works Department,
roughly a 50/50 gender split.

Challenges August 2013

• Recruiting female artisans is a
challenge. Measures have
been adopted to promote and
recruit women into technical
positions. There are 169
males and 29 females in
technical posts. Of 67 works
Inspectors, there are 52 men
and 15 women. In Artisan
occupations such as
plumbers, tilers and plasterers
there are only 6 women and
89 men for a total of 95.

Submission February 2013

• The Gender Commission was
requested to focus on the
rural areas to change
perceptions and to enlighten
communities as to the pivotal
role that women play in all
spheres of life.

Testimony August 2013

• There needs to be a
systematic and
comprehensive programme to
encourage women to enter
artisanal, technical and
professional occupations.

TESTIMONY
(WITH REFERENCE TO
SUBMISSION IF AVAILABLE)

COMMENTS AND/ OR
FINDINGS
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CGE LEGAL TEAM FINDINGS ON SUBMITTED MATERIALS FORDEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
PRESENTATION: DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

7
POLICY

Employment Equity

Policy

Recruitment and

Selection Policy

Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedure

Code of Good Practice

Uniform and Protective

Clothing

Training and development

policy

Employee wellness

HIV/Aids Policy

Succession Policy /

Career Planning

Staff Retention Policy

Retirement Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

• Annexure A: Human
Resources Plan

• Annexure B: An Employment
Equity Report

• Annexure E-Recruitment and
Selection Policy—Policy not

signed

• Annexure F—Disciplinary and
Grievance Procedure - Policy

not signed

• Annexure G-Code of Good
Conduct

• Annexure H—Uniform and
Protective Clothing

• Annexure I—Training and
Development Policy

• Annexure J-Employee
Wellness

• Annexure K-HIV/AIDS Policy

• Annexure L-Succession Policy
and Career Pathing

• Annexure M-Staff Retention
Policy—DATED 2003

• Annexure N—Retirement
Planning

ACCEPTED BY COMMISSION
YES OR NO?

REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE
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POLICY

Sexual Harassment

Policy

Promotions Policy

Salary and Benefits

Policy

Employment Equity

Forum (minutes)

Gender Focal Point at DD

Level

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

• Annexure O - Sexual
Harassment Policy was initially
not accepted as it was outdated
(2006) and for the entire FS
province but a corrected one
was presented post-testimony
13/Aug/2013

• Annexure P—Promotions and
Remuneration Policy

• No annexure so named

• Annexure Q-Minutes of
Employment Forum

ACCEPTED BY COMMISSION
YES OR NO?

REFERENCE TO
DOCUMENT OR
ANNEXURE

COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

On disability, it was observed that the 2%

limit was not attained.

The 2% minimum for disabled people was

seen as problematic as no disabled people

were employed at higher levels. It was

recommended that programmes should be

developed to attain 2% at senior levels.

• The response from the Public Works
representative was that disabled
associations and data base searches were
being used to raise the existing number of
disabled persons currently employed.

• Traditional recruitment methods were not
used.

• Public Works agreed and it was mentioned
that recruitment strategies through bursaries
and outreach to university students are
yielding positive results.

1.

2.

RESPONSES

CGE PANEL QUESTIONS/COMMENTS ON DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS (MR SEOKE)
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The department budget is 1.4 billion. The

budget for special programmes is R1.3

million. It was asked if this was just for

salaries and if the sum was enough to

encourage gender mainstreaming?

The Retention and Skills policy was signed

in 2008. In light of the frequent reviews it

was asked why the policy is this so old?

The Commissioners iterated that they are

part of a monitoring mechanism, not an

implementation process. As such, creative

innovations must be internally generated to

attain technical representation of women.

The commissioners commended the Public

Works department on their proactive

strategies but suggested that more needed

to be done to attain the 2% representation of

disabled persons at senior levels. Existing

strategy information was requested.

The commissioners asked why senior level

management for women was at 33% and so

far from target.

• The budget was R1.35 million for2012-
2013 and now it is over R2 million and the
2013-2014 programmes are included in
this (it is NOT just for salaries)

• It was claimed that the retention policy
works. Scarce skills are still retained in the
department. So the policy is working and
perhaps it may need some slight
adjustment. The HoD added that the 2008
policy will be addressed in the appropriate
manner. Policies must be reviewed even if
they are still functional and relevant.

• No comment

• Bursary programmes were indicated, but it
was acknowledged that more needed to
be done in order to attain success targets.

• Aging workforce and stability in staff
composition contribute to low staff
turnover. The majority of vacancies occur
as a result of retirement.

• The quality of females that have left Public
Works for elsewhere is high. Top women
get head hunted by other departments
and the corporate sector and private
sector offers cannot be met.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The commissioners asked how scare skills

and male dominance of technical posts may

be addressed.

The commissioners broached the issue of

sexual harassment. On sexual harassment

you say you have no cases but we know in

this country that we have high rates in the

society and therefore it must take place at

work too. Why is it not being detected and

reported? What is unwanted sexual

behaviour? Maybe some think it is harmless

flirting. How do you raise awareness? Do

people fear further harassment by

reporting?

Commissioners suggested that childcare

provision would assist in remedying the

performance issues that women must

contend with. And if there are

considerations to provide child care

facilities?

The commissioners noted that the increased

budget for special programmes is

appreciated but suggested that a focus on

gender mainstreaming be considered.

The commissioners asked how many people

are in Special Programmes Unit. Issues can

be side-lined this way too as if they are not

part of the budget.

The legal officers suggested that the Public

Works Department was in contravention of

the PEPUDA act due to the answer provided

to question 2.

• No comment

• Public works agreed and could not add
more.

• A commitment was made to take the
childcare provision suggestion under
consideration.

• No comment

• No comment

• No comment

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

RESPONSES
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COMMISSIONER
QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

The advocate representing the Commission

said that Public Works was under a

responsibility to promote and achieve

equality, as stipulated by Section 24 of

Pepuda. Public Works is promoting it but not

achieving EE compliance. Business sectors

and entities are getting away with this

because the Act has not been enforced. The

recruitment and staff retention policy do not

achieve what needs to be achieved. Where

is the substantive policy to endorse this?

The commissioners made the claim that

transformation is not easy and needs

commitment. It was suggested that

transformation was a black male affair and

that ring-fence positions for women would

assist in addressing this. Clear change

management and policies are needed to

guide target setting to attain representation

for women and the disabled.

The commissioners suggested that retention

of women must be prioritized and if lower

ranks were flooded with women, a

succession policy favouring women would

bring about the required results.

Commissioners suggested that university

graduates should be targeted.

Childcare facilities could be outsourced to

childcare facilities in the vicinity.

The commissioners observed that the sexual

harassment policy is 2006 and is outdated.

People are afraid to report; afraid of losing

their job. An external service provider can

be contracted.

• No comment

• No comment

• No comment

• No comment

• No comment

• No Comment but a new policy was
located (the one in the submissions was
not actually the latest one)

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19

RESPONSES
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10. Conclusion and Emerging Issues (CGE Panel)

The way the Commission monitors the skills development act is important to helping departments. They need this
training and support with the training so that capacity building takes place to comply. The ACSA presentation indicates
that they are good at what they are doing but others need more guidance and we see leaders running away from
presenting. Could this be that there is not enough information on how to present? Reports that can support those
who are tasked with transformation in their institutions were requested? In rural areas, disabled people can be found
and recruited. The Commission should perhaps to investigate how this is done and share this information in
contribution to best practice.

Compliance is monitored in accordance with the Act and the policies and practices that organisations develop should
be in keeping with governmental laws, policies and priorities. Guidance or assistance will fall under the jurisdiction
of the Department of Labour which administers the Act. There are labour inspectors that should report on this.
Assistance can be requested from the labour inspectors or from the Department of Labour. The CGE only advises
on how to comply with the EEA which leads to gender equality and transformation.
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Appendix:
AGENDA FOR DAY TWO OF THE FREE STATE HEARINGS 28 FEBRUARY 2013

TIME EVENT SPEAKERS

08:30 - 09:00

09:00 - 09:30

09:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:35

10:35 - 11:50

11:50 - 11:55

11:57 - 12:30

12:30 - 12:35

12:35 - 12:45

12:45 - 13:00

13:00 - 13:10

REGISTRATION AND TEA

REFLECTION, EMERGING ISSUES FROM
DAY ONE, STRUCTURE OF DAYʼS
PROCEEDINGS, OVERVIEW OF
PURPOSE

TEA BREAK

PRESENTATION FOUR:
MANGAUNG LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

PRESENTATION FIVE: HOD AIRPORTS
COMPANY

DISCUSSION: BRUNIQUEL AND
ASSOCIATES (NO SHOW)

PRESENTATION SIX: SEDIBENG WATER

DISCUSSION: FREE STATE
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION

EMERGING ISSUES

PARTICIPANTS FEEDBACK

CLOSING REMARKS

MS SYLVIA STEVENS-MAZIYA,
COMMISSIONER

MR HENK BOSHOFF,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CORPORATE SERVICES

MS MARI ODENDAAL, SENIOR
MANAGER EMPLOYMENT
EQUITY; AND MR THABO
PHATHENG (HR MANAGER)

BRUNIQUEL AND ASSOCIATES
DID NOT APPEAR. A SUBPOENA
WAS ISSUED.

TOTONTE MOLOBYE, HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGER

FREE STATE DEVELOPMENT
COOPERATION DID NOT
APPEAR. A SUBPOENA WAS
ISSUED.

COMMISSIONERʼS PANEL

COMMISSIONERʼS PANEL

COMMISSIONERʼS PANEL

* * * PRESENTATIONS FOLLOWED BY QUESTIONS * * *

* * * TEA BREAK * * *

* * * LUNCH * * *


